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Due to their simple and programmable nature, the nucleases of class 2 CRISPR systems

have been the subject of intense research interest for the purposes of genome editing,

programmable gene regulation, and nucleic acid detection. In this dissertation I exploit

freedom in both in the CRISPR identification region as well as bacterial promoter design

to multiplex sets of synthetic NOT gate elements in E. coli, each of which is produced

using a specific CRISPR guide:target pairing. I use this method to study mismatch tol-

erance in CRISPR systems and probe their properties, including base binding prefer-

ences, position-dependent mismatch tolerance, and PAM site sequence. While initially

only applied to FnCas12a, I then utilize this technique for other Cas proteins, includ-

ing species variants of Cas9, Cas12a, Cas13a, and CasX. These ‘CRISPRgates’ are simple

NOT gate elements which can target genes or other CRISPRgate elements and in princi-

ple can be combined to create complex synthetic genetic circuits, a fundamental goal of

synthetic biology. Repression with CRISPR is advantageous because in principle we can

repress many different targets simultaneously without crosstalk. However, such gene

circuit elements behave poorly when placed in series due to signal loss that occurs due

to leaky repression and retroactive effects owing to a shared pool of Cas proteins. By

utilizing antisense RNAs to sequester guide RNA transcripts, I demonstrate a mech-

anism to suppress leaky CRISPRi repression and restore logical gene circuit function

when elements are used in series.
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Chapter 1

Introduction: CRISPR in the context of

synthetic biology

Scientific pundits proclaim that the twentieth century of physics is over and that a new

twenty-first century of biology has begun [1]. This is driven by advances that make

DNA easier and cheaper to read, computational tools that can allow us to handle the

flood of biological information, and simple methods that allow us to retool genomes.

Armed with these, we seek to radically re-engineer living things to suit our needs, gener-

ating the new field of ’synthetic biology.’ New techniques, particularly utilizing CRISPR

(an unintuitive acronym to be explained in a later section), make such goals cheaper and

more accessible than ever.

Almost any goal of human engineering - be it environmental remediation,

nanoscopic manufacturing, efficient energy utilization, and the like - are done better

by living things than by nonliving machines. Infinite scalability is trivial if you are a

bacteria. Distributed computing is a thoughtless instinct if you are an ant. We lack not

in what nature can do, but rather in the analytical tools to understand how it works, the

engineering tools to simplify and redesign it, and the control systems to make evolu-
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tion’s creation more accessible to us.

In physics, we generally seek to reduce complex systems to simple models made

tractable with mathematics. We see the world as somehow reducible to harmonic oscil-

lators and unit cells. Miraculously, sometimes even the simplest ideas give insight into

the real world. When reductionism is applied to biology, we can see that in similar fash-

ion there are sometimes standard parts or features, but complex living systems often

resist such treatment.

Consider Vaucanson’s mechanical duck, pictured above. This duck does what all

other ducks do: ingesting food and expelling waste. However, despite this similarity,

the mechanical duck lacks many features present in the bog standard duck. Excluding

the use of other ducks, Vaucanson lacked the tools he needed to create other ducks anew.

Reductionism is only powerful when the most elementary components are accessible to

us.

Figure 1.1: Vaucanson’s mechanical
duck. This creation was capable of in-
gesting grain and expelling waste until
it perished in a museum fire in 1879 [2].
Image from [3].

However, centuries of biologists have

done the ’hard work’ - determining pro-

tein structure and function, reading ge-

nomic sequences, and parsing the deli-

cate clockwork involved in cellular repli-

cation. Biochemists have done the hard

work of figuring out how to make a glut

of designer DNA easily available to re-

searchers. This new century of biology

is one of synthesis. By resynthesizing

and retooling biology’s most fundamen-

tal components (genes, and their expres-

sion), we can create organisms or at least

simple genetic systems that we can con-

trol and understand. Such minimal sys-
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tems are more suited to analysis with physics and invention with engineering.

One of the great new tools in this quest is CRISPR (Clustered Regularly Interspaced

Short Palindromic Repeats). CRISPR is an entire system of immunity, explained be-

low, but for most engineering applications we are interested in the CRISPR nuclease: a

protein which can cut DNA at specific sites. First appreciated for its potential in gene

editing sometime around 2012, the CRISPR nuclease has been the subject of intense re-

search interest over the past decade. However, CRISPR is more than just a gene editor.

The CRISPR nuclease also allows us to programmatically turn genes on and off when

the cutting capability is disabled. It can also be used to detect very specific sequences of

DNA, with applications in disease diagnosis and identification of foreign DNA. The nu-

clease can be fused to other proteins in order to add site-specific precision. The CRISPR

immune system also provides other useful proteins, including adaptation components

which can be used as DNA-based tape recorders. It is not an exaggeration to say that

CRISPR has revolutionized biotechnology. It gives us unprecedented programmability

in our encounters with DNA.

All tools, no matter how powerful, have flaws. CRISPR is no exception. While ex-

periments have generally shown that CRISPR is highly selective, it remains an open

challenge to describe this selectivity in quantitative terms that can usefully predict how

it will behave. Especially in the ’ultimate application’ of CRISPR technologies - human

gene editing - the behavior of CRISPR is a function not only of the CRISPR nuclease

itself but of context - where editing occurs in the genome, timing, and physical stresses

on the DNA itself. In this work, I study the binding of the CRISPR nuclease in isolation

at a tightly controlled DNA site in the bacterium E. coli, specifically engineered for this

purpose.

The site described above has an analogy in electronic circuits: it is a NOT gate, or a

single inverter. By chaining together many of these elements, we can create engineer-

able control systems in a bacteria that do not exist in nature. These control systems are

used to turn genes on and off, creating so-called synthetic gene circuits which can retool
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bacteria to suit our needs. Because of their simple and programmable nature, CRISPR

nucleases are ideal for this application.

This chapter introduces CRISPR, the common thread which ties everything in this

dissertation together. In Chapter 2, I detail the development of XSeq (read as cross-seq),

our lab’s novel technique to characterize the binding specificity of CRISPR nucleases. In

Chapter 3, I discuss how CRISPR can be used in combination with antisense RNAs to

create a hybrid NOT gate with better performance than CRISPR alone. I conclude with a

final chapter that considers the future of CRISPR, especially as it relates to gene circuits

and the accessibility of synthetic biology.

1.1 A CRISPR history

Use of CRISPR in biotechnology is an extremely young field - less than ten years old -

but this is built on millenia of evolution and decades of basic scientific research.

1.1.1 CRISPR as a bacterial immune system

Bacteriophages (viruses of bacteria) live exclusively via predation on bacteria and are

not able to reproduce on their own. Instead, they function by inserting their genetic

material (DNA or RNA) into the bacterial prey, which reads this new genetic material

as if it were its own, producing more phages and ultimately killing the host. These

phages are efficient killers: it is estimated that every day, on the order of ∼10% of ocean

heterotrophic bacteria are killed by them [4].

However, bacteria fight back. A critical line of defense is the ability to differentiate

between self and non-self genetic material: if a bacteria can identify that some DNA

or RNA is foreign (either via a virus, or some other horizontal gene transfer), it can be

destroyed before it is expressed, potentially harming the host. Of course, viruses evolve

to evade such detection, resulting in a biochemical arms race between predator and prey.
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So it has been for billions of years. The fruit of this continual war is an array of tools that

we can repurpose for biotechnology.

Figure 1.2: A phage injects its ge-
netic material a) such that it can
hijack the host’s machinery in or-
der to reproduce b). The pri-
mary role of CRISPR in nature is
to identify and destroy the virus’s
genetic material before this hap-
pens.

CRISPR (Clustered Regularly Interspaced

Palindromic Repeats) is an antiviral defense sys-

tem present in most bacteria and archaea. It

is ubiquitous because it is effective and ex-

tremely versatile. Essentially, it is a system

which ‘learns’ genetic sequences from a failed

viral invasion, and then uses these learned se-

quences to program proteins to identify and de-

stroy future viruses. The unhelpful acronym de-

scribes the appearance of the DNA sequence be-

fore its function was understood and provides

little insight into how the system actually works.

1.1.2 Discovery

The discovery of CRISPR and its utility in pro-

grammable DNA binding and cleavage is a

study in the serendipitous nature of revolutionary discovery via international collabora-

tion and chance attention to detail. Unfortunately, it is also a study in the brutal nature

of competition, especially when commercial interest intrudes on scientific innovation.

Recall that CRISPR is an antiviral defense system. However, this was not always

obvious: rather, CRISPR was merely a mysterious repetitive DNA sequence present

in many bacteria and archaea with no known purpose. In the ‘antiquity’ of CRISPR,

decades before its biotechnological relevance became clear, biologists toiled to tease

apart the purpose of these repetitive sequences, driven by curiosity to determine why it

was so common [5, 6].

Many scientists contributed to this early work, but here I will highlight one: Fran-
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cisco Mojica, who first encountered CRISPR as a graduate student in the early 1990s

studying microbes with extreme salt tolerance. In an aside in an otherwise truly dread-

ful article, Mojica notes the inexplicable presence of repetitive palindromic sequences

(the CRISPR ‘array’) in the genome of the archaea Haloferax mediterranei [7]. He went

on to identify the presence of these sequences in a wide variety of other microbes [8, 9].

While he initially incorrectly believed that CRISPR was a means to partition sequences

between daughter cells, his discovery that CRISPR sequences also contained sequences

found in viruses hinted at a possible connection to immunity.

Direct evidence for CRISPR as an antiviral defense system emerged a few years later.

While studying a bacteria (Streptococcus thermophilus) used extensively in the produc-

tion of yogurt and cheese, scientists determined that CRISPR integrated sequences from

predatory phages, and that addition and removal of these CRISPR sequences affected

immunity [10].

Still, the exact mechanism by which CRISPR worked remained unclear. Initially, it

appeared that CRISPR could inhibit viral growth via antisense sequestration of viral

DNA [6]. Antisense sequestration, which I will revisit later in a different context, is the

idea that an organism can obstruct the function of RNAs (in this instance, from an invad-

ing virus) by producing a complementary version which binds to it. However, it became

evident that the CRISPR array was necessary but not sufficient to convey immunity, and

that the system was effective at disabling DNA plasmids (small rings of non-genomic

DNA) as well as RNA, likely ruling out antisense sequestration as a mechanism [11].

Eventually, it became clear through in vivo evidence that CRISPR functioned via cleav-

age of specific DNA sites corresponding to those found in the CRISPR array [12]. It

was also discovered that a small RNA, called a trans-activating CRISPR RNA (tracr-

RNA) was necessary for the activity of Cas9, which was and remains the most-studied

CRISPR protein [13].

Of central interest were the CRISPR nucleases - enzymes which cleaves DNA - par-

ticularly Cas9. By 2012, in vitro work demonstrated that Cas9 functioned as a RNA-
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Figure 1.3: A subjective sample of CRISPR discoverers: a. Francisco Mojica b. Vir-
ginijus Siksnys c. Jennifer Doudna d. Emmanuelle Charpentier e. Feng Zhang

guided nuclease [14, 15]. This meant that the Cas9 nuclease was able to cut DNA in

a programmable location - an indispensable trait for humans who like to monkey with

genomes. The implications of this were clear: engineerable universal nucleases which

would enable the user to cut any DNA in a specific location would enabling a number

of biotechnologies, especially accurate gene editing.

Jennifer Doudna and Emmanuelle Charpentier (who had previously identified the

tracrRNA), were the first to publish this groundbreaking result [14]. History will likely

remember Doudna and Charpentier as the inventors of CRISPR-based gene editing, es-

pecially as they were recognized by the Nobel committee. Independently, Virginijus Sik-

snys published a paper a very similar conclusion at almost exactly the same time, and

in fact submitted their paper prior to Doudna and Charpentier [15]. Siksnys, in addition

to Doudna and Charpentier, was awarded the Kavli prize in 2018 for the development

of CRISPR.

The accomplishment of editing in mammalian cells was first demonstrated by Feng

Zhang’s lab in 2013 [16], resulting in a patent awarded to the Broad Institute. This patent

intrinsically conflicts with a broader patent filed previously by the University of Cali-

fornia, Berkley. The value of the patent claims, estimated to be in the billions, ensured

that CRISPR was destined for intellectual property hell. As of seven years later, it ap-

pears that the Broad Institute has won this battle but the fight for ownership of CRISPR

editing continues [17].
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1.2 CRISPR as a DNA multitool

So far, I have glossed over the mechanical nature of how CRISPR actually works. Here,

I will give a overview of CRISPR’s function, both in nature and in biotechnological ap-

plication.

1.2.1 CRISPR mechanics in nature

As nature ‘intended’, CRISPR is an antiviral defense mechanism which contains two

primary components: adaptation and interference. Via adaptation, bacteria exposed to

viral attack learn sequences from the offending virus and deposit them in a genomic

library, called a CRISPR array. Via interference, bacteria read this library to produce

transcripts which instruct CRISPR nucleases to bind to and destroy corresponding se-

quences.

How does CRISPR learn? Adaptation follows via two different pathways: naive and

primed adaptation, both of which require at least the proteins Cas1 and Cas2 [18]. In

naive adaptation, foreign DNA is randomly integrated into the CRISPR array. In primed

adaptation, preexisting viral sequences in the CRISPR array (called spacers) prime the

preferential uptake of additional spacers with sequence similarity. In this process, it is

critical that CRISPR can differentiate between self and non-self genetic material - oth-

erwise, CRISPR might target and damage the host bacteria’s genome! As such, naive

adaptation appears to be strictly controlled. The CRISPR array takes on a particular

format - (Figure 1.5a) - of repeated sequences with palindromic structure (creatively,

called repeats, symbolized with a diamond), alternated with spacers that correspond to

integrated viral sequences.

CRISPR is remarkable when viewed as a form of intergenerational memory. As a

human, it would be akin to surviving a shark attack and autonomously changing one’s

own DNA to protect you and and all of your descendents from shark attacks. I will not

discuss adaptation mechanisms further in this dissertation because it is not critical to

8



Figure 1.4: a) The CRISPR array, when transcribed, produces a long RNA with al-
ternating repeats (red) and variable spacers (green) b) FnCas12a recognizes the re-
peat hairpin structure and processes the repeat sequence by cleaving the transcribed
RNA at the indicated location c,d,e) FnCas12a programmed with a mature crRNA
sequence binds to a matching target sequence with the requisite PAM site by insert-
ing the crRNA between strands of DNA, forming an R-loop. If the sequence matches,
the template and non-template strands will by cut at the indicated locations.
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discussion of the nucleases which I primarily use and study.

Interference is the next step. Note that this is different than ‘CRISPR interference,’ or

CRISPRi, which is a biotechnological application discussed later in this dissertation. Via

transcription, precursor RNAs are produced using the CRISPR array from adaptation as

a template. After some additional processing steps, a mature CRISPR RNA (crRNA) is

produced. This crRNA will program a CRISPR nuclease to seek out and disable DNA

or RNA which corresponds to the target sequence (the spacer) - otherwise known as a

RNA-guided endonuclease. These nucleases are the subject of my entire dissertation.

The nucleases have a few evolutionary criteria, needing to:

• Reliably destroy invading viruses with high efficacy
• Not damage the bacteria’s own genome, either by nonspecific action or by target-

ing the CRISPR array
• Exhibit high specificity for the known sequence, but not so high as to miss viral

sequences which mutate by single base pairs
• Be reprogrammable, such that new virus sequences can be targeted in response to

adaptation

Essentially, CRISPR forces viruses to evolve (such that they have a new sequence no

longer recognized by the nuclease) or be destroyed.

There is an enormous diversity of CRISPR nucleases, which includes Streptococcus

pyogenes Cas9, the most commonly used CRISPR protein, as well as a number of other

more exotic nucleases. Nucleases are the defining feature of CRISPR systems and fall

into two classes, class 1 and 2. In Class 1, the nuclease is a multiprotein complex, while

in class 2 the nuclease is a single large protein [19]. Class 1 is far more prevalent in na-

ture and is present in both archaea and bacteria, as opposed to class 2 CRISPR systems

which represent only 10% of known CRISPR systems and are nearly only found in non-

extremophilic bacteria [20]. With only a few exceptions (e.g. [21]), due to their relative

simplicity, almost all biotechnological applications favor the use of class 2 CRISPR sys-

tems. In this work, I only deal with class 2 CRISPR nucleases. Class 2 CRISPR systems

are further divided into at least three additional major subtypes: II (Cas9), V (Cas12),
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and VI (Cas13). Metagenomic analysis is constantly discovering new CRISPR nucle-

ases with unique properties and unclear phylogenetic history, including CasX [22] and

CasΦ [23]. Nature has a sense of irony: CasΦ is utilized by viruses which infect bacteria.

Here, I will describe Cas12a, from Francisella novicida, as a model system, since this is

the subject of most of my experimental work and is also one of the simplest and most

self-contained CRISPR systems discovered. Cas12a, formerly known as Cpf1, was first

discovered in 2015 [24].

After transcription of the CRISPR array, Cas12a itself processes the RNA transcript

by recognizing a unique hairpin in the repeat sequence and cutting at the indicated site

(Figure 1.4 a,b) [25]. This feature is specific to Cas12a, as other CRISPR nucleases (e.g.

Cas9) lack this capability.

In overview, once the nuclease has been programmed with a mature crRNA, Cas12a

functions by finding DNA sequences that contain the same spacer sequence present in

the crRNA and an additional short DNA sequence called a PAM site. The nuclease then

binds to the DNA sequence and cuts it (Figure 1.4 c,d,e).

In interference, Cas12a must differentiate self vs. non-self DNA via a PAM site. Re-

call that in the event of a viral invasion, a spacer sequence will be present twice: once,

in the virus itself (designated the ‘protospacer’), but also again in the CRISPR array.

CRISPR thus utilizes the presence of a short DNA sequence called a ‘protospacer ad-

jacent motif,’ or PAM, which is present in the virus itself but not in the corresponding

location in the CRISPR array, and is required for target binding and cleavage [26]. As

the name suggests, the PAM must be adjacent to the targeted protospacer. While the

RNA guide sequence can be coded to correspond to practically any DNA sequence, each

nuclease requires a different PAM site, which effectively limits the number of possible

DNA sites that can be cut. For FnCas12a, this PAM sequence is TTTV, while for SpCas9

the PAM site is NGG (where V is bases A,C, or G; N is any of the four bases). The re-

quirement for a PAM site or a similar precondition is highly conserved across CRISPR

systems, presumably because the penalty for self-inflicted harm to the CRISPR array is
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high.

Figure 1.5: What is CRISPR? a)
a DNA sequence b) a nuclease
c) an antiviral defense system d)
a molecular memory system e) a
means to edit organisms of inter-
est f) a controversy g) a means to
turn DNA ON/OFF without cut-
ting h) all of the above.

The presence of a PAM site is required before

Cas12a proceeds to subsequent steps of interfer-

ence. After it is programmed with a mature cr-

RNA, Cas12a engages in bulk diffusion until it

encounters a PAM site, and preferentially asso-

ciates with regions of high PAM site density [27].

Then, Cas12a diffuses in 1 dimension, loosely

associating with the DNA where the PAM was

encountered, binding to and testing other PAM

sites along the length of DNA.

Cas12a inserts the DNA helix at a ˜45◦ angle

with respect to the main DNA axis, facilitating

unwinding and enabling subsequent steps [28].

Interaction between the PAM site and the nucle-

ase initiates unwinding beginning after the PAM

site. One of the exposed strands, designated

the template strand, is thus available to inter-

act with the crRNA spacer sequence (Figure 1.4

e, Figure 1.6 a,b), and the other (non-template)

strand is conducted away.

Cas12a then tests the template strand against

the crRNA spacer sequence, starting with the

PAM-proximal end. Successful binding of this 3-

5 bp ‘seed sequence’ is a prerequisite for subse-

quent binding and cleavage [24, 25]. The nucle-

ase is more tolerant of mismatches that may be

present in the PAM-distal region. Cryo-electron
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microscopy has demonstrated the presence of at

least three physical checkpoints based on the physical positioning of nuclease compo-

nents (the REC linker, lid, and REC finger) which effectively sense the hybridization

between the crRNA and the template strand [29]. The process by which the nuclease

probes the crRNA to template DNA is sequential but reversible.

If the template DNA sequence sufficiently matches the guide, the dsDNA target is

cut at two staggered positions five nucleotides apart [24]. After successful cleavage,

the PAM distal end of the dsDNA leaves the complex, while the other end remains in

a R-loop with the nuclease. Cas12a has a single catalytic site which cleaves both the

template and non-template strands. The non-template strand is more accessible and

is cleaved first, while the protein must undergo a conformational change so that the

template strand strand can enter the catalytic site [29].

After the targed dsDNA is cleaved and released, Cas12a then begins indiscriminate

degradation of any ssDNA into single nucleotides [30]. Cas12a is not the only nuclease

known to do this, and Cas13 has indiscriminate mRNA degradation behavior [31]. This

behavior makes sense in the context of defeating viral attack. There is a frequently-

used analogy for the central dogma of molecular biology, in which DNA is viewed as

a genetic hard drive. Continuing this analogy, we can view mRNA as RAM in that it

conveys information for short-term storage. When CRISPR degrades RNA/ssDNA, it is

akin to a computer reboot which wipes RAM but leaves long-term storage (in our case,

the genome) intact.

After the ssDNA memory wipe is complete and the viral threat has been eliminated,

it stands to evolutionary reason that Cas12a needs to be deactivated in order to prevent

damage to the host cell. In order to facilitate this, other crRNAs can displace the R-

loop and the Cas12a nuclease is recycled [29]. In nature, this probably happens readily

because expression of crRNAs greatly exceeds the size of the pool of Cas proteins.
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1.2.2 CRISPR-based gene editing

Figure 1.6: a) Structure of Fn-
Cas12a post-cleavage. b) crRNA
(red) and template DNA strand
(blue), with the nuclease hidden
for clarity. The repeat hairpin is
clearly visible. The structure is
from PDB 5MGA [32]. Structure
rendered using EZMol 2.1 [33].
The nontemplate DNA strand has
been hidden for clarity.

Of course, biotechnological interest in CRISPR

far exceeds the excitement about the elegant de-

fense system nature has devised. In the same

way that bacteria use the CRISPR array to pro-

gram the CRISPR nuclease, humans can re-

program it to purposefully break stretches of

DNA (generally creating double-strand breaks,

or DSBs) at specific locations to change the

DNA sequence and thus gene expression. Such

technologies have innumerable applications in

medicine, agriculture, and fundamental study

of biology.

Cells natively have the ability to repair such

breaks, generally through two mechanisms:

homology-directed repair (HDR) and nonho-

mologous end joining (NHEJ) [34]. HDR is far

more accurate than NHEJ, and utilizes a nearby

copy of the DNA to guide repair of the DSB. NHEJ inherently results in the loss of some

short stretch of DNA as the blunt ends from the DSB are processed to create two DNA

ends which can be ligated back together. Many unknown factors play a role in the preva-

lence of either HDR or NHEJ, but NHEJ prevails at points in the cell cycle where there

is no nearby template for HDR. In applications we often wish to promote HDR (with a

donated DNA template) and entirely prevent NHEJ.

After the 2012 discovery that Cas nucleases derived from CRISPR could be pro-

grammed to target and cut sequences of DNA, there was a subsequent flood of papers

demonstrating in vivo editing in various model organisms, including mammalian cells

[35]. Editing using CRISPR is intrinsically more efficient than in vivo editing mecha-
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nisms used in mammals over previous decades, requiring no additional selection steps

because both genomic copies are edited in the majority of cells [36]. Unfortunately,

CRISPR cleavage is much more efficient than HDR, which is a slow process which must

compete with NHEJ, and it remains a significant challenge to accomplish CRISPR-based

editing quickly enough before NHEJ occurs. Viral vectors are used to deliver sequences

for the Cas nuclease, guide RNA, and provide template DNA for HDR.

There are numerous ongoing studies and trials using CRISPR-based ex vivo editing to

treat a diverse range of diseases, including HIV, cancer, Duchenne muscular dystrophy,

sickle cell disease, and more [37]. For example, in the treatment of sickle cell disease,

hematopoietic stem and progenitor cells (HSPCs) derived from bone marrow are edited

with CRISPR [38]. This was done via in vitro techniques where cells were electroporated

with Cas9 mRNA. In a second step guide RNA and the template DNA for HDR were

introduced via transduction with a viral vector. Edited cells can then be transplanted

back into the patient.

Following the success of ex vivo editing, development of in vivo editing is under-

way. The first in vivo editing trials in humans were done using the zinc finger technique

to correct Hunter’s syndrome, a disease due to mutations in the gene coding for the

iduronate-2-sulfatase enzyme, which causes developmental abnormalities [39]. Within

the past year, the very first human in vivo editing using CRISPR was conducted, with

the intent of curing Leber Congenital Amaurosis, a genetic disease which causes retinal

degeneration and blindness [40, 41]. The viral vector is delivered locally to the affected

area of the body via a subretinal injection.

One of the incredible advantages of Cas nucleases in editing is the extreme degree

of specificity. The recognition sequence (the guide RNA sequence which corresponds

to the DNA target) is generally on the order of 20 base pairs long (including for Sp-

Cas9, the Cas9 protein derived from Streptococcus pyogenes, the most commonly used

Cas nuclease). If we include the PAM site for SpCas9, which requires an additional two

G bases proximal to the target, the DNA sequence targeted by the CRISPR system is
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one combination out of 422 (or about 18,000 billion) different possible combinations for

a 22-base set. As a point of comparison, the human genome is ‘only’ 3 billion bases

long. However, this argument is complicated by the fact that the human genome is not

random and is highly repetitive, as well as the fact that CRISPR itself can tolerate some

sequences that are similar but imperfectly matched with the guide RNA. In principle,

there is some potential risk that such similar sites could be accidentally edited, causing

dire consequences like cancer for a recipient of an in vivo therapy. There is also the possi-

bility that in the event that one wishes to edit only one mutated allele, leaving a second

wild-type allele in place, CRISPR could accidentally cleave the non-target allele.

Despite this potential complexity, studies have generally found that if CRISPR-based

editing does cause nonspecific editing, it does not fall significantly above the natural rate

of mutation due to cell replication, at least in the context of whole organisms [42, 43].

These findings, in combination with additional research aimed at making the Cas nucle-

ase even more specific than it is in nature [44], lead scientists to believe that gene editing

can be done with CRISPR with minimal risk of cleavage at unintended sites. This may

not necessarily be the case for other CRISPR-derived technologies such as base editing,

which may have additional challenges owing to nonspecificity of the non-CRISPR edi-

tor.

1.2.3 CRISPR, augmented

Altering the activity of the CRISPR nuclease to suit our applications is a very active

area of research. We aren’t limited to using Cas nucleases as nature produced them. By

making alterations to the protein and fusing additional functions, we can change the

utility of CRISPR to suit our needs.

One such technology is CRISPRi, for CRISPR interference (not to be confused with

the interference stage of antiviral defense), in which the Cas nuclease has been altered

to prevent target cleavage [45]. This is done by inactivating the catalytic site which hy-

drolyzes DNA. Such Cas nucleases are referred to dCas9 or dCas12a, for example, refer-
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ring to nucleases which are made ‘dead’ or ‘deactivated.’ These are extremely powerful

because they can be used to bind to DNA in a programmable location, but without cleav-

ing or damaging the targeted site. Effectively, such proteins behave as a programmable

repressor, preventing transcription from a bound DNA site until displaced. Addition-

ally, they can be fused to other proteins to allow them to be localized to a programmable

location. I use dCas proteins throughout my work, both as a means to measure the

programmable binding behavior of CRISPR in isolation and in the creation of synthetic

gene circuits.

dCas proteins are used in the creation of so-called base editors. These use the pro-

grammability of CRISPR to bring other enzymes to DNA to interchange particular base

pairs (e.g. C:G to T:A) [46]. This is a game changer because it allows us to make con-

servative changes in DNA very precisely, without having to actually break the DNA,

which will always risk NHEJ and a new novel mutation of unknown risk. Further, there

is no reliance on the cell’s machinery to enact HDR, which is not only a slow process

but is not present in some cells of interest for germline editing (e.g. sperm). However,

there remains some significant off-targeting risk with these editors, not due to CRISPR

but rather the nonspecific nature of the enzymes used to do the base exchange.

Continuing in the same vein of research, the same lab that brought us base editors

also invented so-called ’prime editing’ [47]. While base editors are limited to editing

single bases at a time, prime editing uses CRISPR to ’nick’ DNA (without cutting it

completely, potentially triggering NHEJ) and insert long stretches of DNA. This is an

enormously promising line of research. Should prime editing prove to be safe and effec-

tive, it will mean that we can do substantial editing of large stretches of DNA, without

sacrificing the inherent programmability of CRISPR, and without risk of random muta-

genesis via NHEJ.

CRISPR did not evolve for the purpose of genome engineering, where specificity

is generally the highest priority. Rather, CRISPR evolved to balance specificity with

flexibility such that native gene sequences are not targeted, while maintaining sufficient
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flexibility so that viruses cannot evade detection by altering just a few bases. However,

there has been success in adapting the Cas protein to better suit our needs. This can be

done by engineering the nuclease itself [48] or by engineering the guide RNA [44].

Additionally, there has been very recent success in engineering the Cas protein in

order to almost completely relax the PAM requirement, meaning that almost any gene

sequence will be targetable with CRISPR [49]. Typically, Cas9 requires the sequence

NGG to be adjacent to targets, which you would expect to occur generally in 1/16 of

sequences, but these newly created variants can collectively target any sequence, en-

compassing all possible PAM sites.

1.2.4 CRISPR and DNA detection

Due to its specificity, CRISPR is also useful in the detection of DNA and RNA. This has

so far been done using the proteins Cas13a, Cas12a, and Cas12b, each of which display

a collateral damage effect, respectively degrading RNA and ssDNA in the presence of

a target matched to the crRNA [31, 30, 50]. A novel technique using catalytically-dead

dCas9 has also been demonstrated [51].

SHERLOCK (specific high-sensitivity enzymatic reporter unlocking) is one such

technique, which uses RPA (Recombinase Polymerase Amplification) [52] and Cas13a

to specifically detect RNA [31, 53]. Combined with HUDSON (heating unextracted di-

agnostic samples to obliterate nucleases), SHERLOCK can be used in the field to detect

viral RNA directly from human samples [54]. In May 2020, SHERLOCK became the first

CRISPR diagnostic test to be approved by the FDA for use in coronavirus testing [55].

Cas12a is also useful for detection of DNA, and in combination with reverse tran-

scription, can also be used for RNA. This has been used to produce two different assays,

called DETECTR (DNA Endonuclease-Targeted CRISPR Trans Reporter), using Cas12a

[30] and HOLMES, which most recently uses Cas12b [56, 57]. DETECTR has been re-

cently reported to detect SARS-CoV-2 RNA sequences [58]. The technique is fast, uses a

capillary test strip, and can be used with samples collected from nasal swabs. By using
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synthetic transcribed RNA targets, researchers found that the assay can be used to target

SARS-CoV-2 specifically without false positive detection of related viruses.

CRISPR-based detection is advantageous over many other techniques because it ex-

hibits single-nucleotide sensitivity. With SHERLOCK, there are some existing design

rules for the location of a mismatch [53], and existing work with Zika shows that the

technique can be used to differentiate between regional variants, although with some

cross-reactivity [54]. Sensitivity changes based on one or two-pot reactions, incubation

time, ranging from the femtomolar to attomolar range. With the emergence of new

strains of SARS-CoV-2 [59], there is a need for rapid and field-deployable kits to detect

mutational changes in rapidly evolving threats.

1.2.5 CRISPR-based Synthetic Gene Circuits

CRISPR has a major role to play in the development of synthetic biology - the science

of making life more engineerable. The future of synthetic biology is bright, with a huge

explosion of products and technologies made possible via genetic engineering on an en-

tirely new scale [60, 61]. While CRISPR gene editing may often steal the show, I would

make the case that CRISPRi, the ability to programmably bind to DNA without damag-

ing it, should contend with it. Via CRISPRi, we can perturb gene expression in ways that

are more subtle or complex than gene knockdowns. Further, we can control transcrip-

tion in a way that is intuitive to understand and manipulate, making genetic networks

subject to engineering like never before.

In nature, organisms control the production of mRNA via the binding of transcrip-

tion factors (TFs), which either repress (repressors) or activate (activators) expression

from targeted promoters. Using CRISPRi, the catalytically-dead Cas nuclease (dCas) is

used as a synthetic repressor [45, 62]. It is also possible to use catalytically dead Cas

proteins to increase transcriptional activity, a technology called CRISPRa (for CRISPR

activation) [63, 64].

Fundamentally, CRISPRi is used to create a NOT or NOR gate, a basic logical ele-
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ment. While NOR gates might seem basic or trivial, they are Boolean complete such

that all other logical operations can be created using them. In fact, NOR gate-only in-

tegrated circuits were the backbone of the original Apollo mission guidance computers

[65, 66].

By chaining these CRISPRi elements, it is possible to create clocks [67, 68, 69],

switches [67], and logic elements [70]. While making complex CRISPRi-based circuits

has proved to be more challenging than one might originally have anticipated [68, 71],

for reasons covered in Chapter 3, should these challenges be overcome, we should be

able to create complex, deep, and engineerable genetic networks that can rival nature.

The largest immediate applicability of CRISPRi is in metabolic engineering [72].

CRISPRi can be used to repress pathways which compete with or consume the prod-

uct of the pathway of interest, manipulate native transcription factors, change cell mor-

phology to increase product capacity, repress accumulation of toxic intermediates, and

fine-tune the pathway of interest itself. For example, by controlling E. coli growth us-

ing CRISPRi, yields of certain biochemical compounds can be decoupled from growth,

increasing total yields [73].

However, much of the work to create even the simplest functional CRISPRi-based

transcriptional gene circuits is still in its infancy. Ultimately, I would argue that com-

plex, ‘deep,’ transcriptional gene circuits, which are different than the wide but shallow

networks predominantly found in nature, are an unexplored resource with as-of-yet un-

realized technological potential. While nature may often favor circuits which function

by the interaction of proteins, the simplicity and engineerability of transcriptional gene

circuits using CRISPRi may enable unforseen technologies.

1.3 Where we go from here

CRISPR is a lot of things: a unique DNA structure, an antiviral defense system, a form

of bacterial memory, a gene editing tool, and more (Figure 1.5). In this work, I utilize
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one aspect in relative isolation: binding of a cleavage-deficient Cas nuclease to its target.

In Chapter 2, I describe massively-parallel, CRISPRi-based assays using bulk growth

in E. coli in order to determine the effectiveness of CRISPR nuclease binding as a function

of the sequence targeted, the guide sequence, and the nuclease used. The purpose of

this work is to yield insight into the factors that determine Cas binding specificity. I also

discuss the use of these assays in optimizing CRISPR-based nucleic acid detection.

Due to their simple and programmable nature, CRISPR nucleases are ideal pro-

grammable repressors, but the need to use a shared pool of Cas proteins causes circuits

to fail when many circuit elements are used. In Chapter 3, I use CRISPRi in combi-

nation with small RNA sequestration to create synthetic gene circuit components with

improved performance.

In Chapter 4, I take a stab at envisioning the future utility of CRISPR.
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Chapter 2

XSeq: Massively parallel fitness assays

reveal determinants of CRISPR binding

This chapter describes the experimental basis of my and our lab’s first paper [74] in

which we use a highly-multiplexed dCas-based NOT gate to study the binding speci-

ficity of dCas12a in E. coli via relative growth under selection and counterselection, a

technique we call XSeq (Cross-seq). This data is used in support of a thermodynamic

model for dCas which describes binding specificity as function of guide and target se-

quence.

I next sought to generalize the XSeq technique to a wide variety of other class 2

CRISPR dCas orthologs. Ultimately, XSeq has not yet proven to be as broadly transfer-

able as we had hoped, owing to unexpected fitness effects which vary as a function of

dCas binding. I explore some attempted solutions to this problem, including a novel

technique ‘RNA XSeq’ which uses RNA sequencing, rather than fitness, as a means to

measure the efficacy of dCas binding. Further, I explore applications of CRISPR to the

detection of genetic material and how XSeq could be used to develop better design rules

for the detection of single base pair mismatches, useful for the tracking of variants in the
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present coronavirus pandemic.

2.1 Introduction

CRISPR is an adaptive immunity system present in bacteria and archaea which protects

these organisms from invasion by exogenous viral and plasmid DNA and RNA [75].

The system consists of two principal components: a CRISPR array, which contains repet-

itive sequences called repeats and variable sequences called spacers which program the

system to target invading genetic material, and CRISPR-associated (cas) genes, which

facilitate spacer acquisition and the destruction of foreign DNA and RNA. Mature cr-

RNAs (CRISPR RNAs), derived from the CRISPR array, program cas nucleases (forming

a ribonucleoprotein, RNP) to bind to and cleave nucleic acid targets which have comple-

mentarity to the guide portion of the crRNA and are proximal to a PAM (protospacer-

adjacent motif) site. Due to their simple and programmable nature, the nucleases of

class 2 CRISPR systems, particularly SpCas9 (from Streptococcus pyogenes), have been

the subject of intense research interest for the purposes of genome editing [76], pro-

grammable gene regulation utilizing a catalytically-dead CRISPR nuclease (dCas) [45],

and nucleic acid detection [31]. Especially for the purposes of gene editing, it is essential

that only the intended sites explicitly targeted with crRNA are cut by CRISPR nucleases,

and that so-called ’off-target’ effects are minimized or eliminated. In Cas9, the nature of

off-targets in models for gene editing have been studied extensively via genome-wide

off-target searches [77, 78, 79, 80]. Further, study of Cas9 in vitro [26, 81, 82, 83], while

targeting the prokaryotic genome in vivo [84, 85], and in cell-free extracts [86] have elu-

cidated some determinants of CRISPR-Cas9 mechanics and off-target binding.

We are not, however, limited to the use of Cas9, as CRISPR is common in microbial

life and is a source of extreme evolutionary diversity [75, 87]. Cas12a, formerly known

as Cpf1, is a Class 2 Type V CRISPR system which utilizes a simpler single-RNA RNP

and a T-rich PAM site [24]. It has also proven to be a viable means for genome engi-
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Figure 2.1: Diagram of the basic XSeq experimental setup. In the first step, thousands
of different gRNA:target combinations are created on a plasmid using PCR or Gibson
assembly. Via high efficiency transformation with electrocompetent E. coli, most con-
structs are transformed into cells. Cells are recovered in terrific broth (TB) until expo-
nential growth is achieved, and then subsamples are transferred to different selection
conditions C, S, and T, which serve as control, counterselection, and selection condi-
tions, respectively. After a period of exponential growth, cells are collected and plasmid
DNA is extracted. Using next generation sequencing, the relative populations of con-
structs in different selection conditions are measured with counting via next generation
sequencing and used to extract a fitness.
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neering [88, 89, 90]. As with Cas9, there has been study of genome-wide off-targeting

in human cells by Cas12a [91, 92], in vivo and cell-free profiling of activity on synthetic

targets [93, 86], as well as in vitro study of Cas12a mechanics [27, 94], but there is a need

for more comprehensive assessment of off-target tolerance in this system. In our work,

we have chosen to study a dCas12a-based system from Francisella novicida, FnCas12a.

As with Cas9, the catalytically dead version can be used prevent RNA transcription

(CRISPR interference, CRISPRi) and thus functions as a programmable repressor [95].

In our work, we use interference by dCas12a to probe target specificity and binding of

the Cas12a more generally, the efficacy of which has relevance in gene editing, nucleo-

protein detection, and the development of CRISPR-based gene circuits.

Much of the previous work in both Cas9 and Cas12a fails to adequately explore the

large guide:target combinatorial space in a rationally-designed fashion. In our work, we

leverage the power of synthetic biology to create a very small inverter element which

allows us to multiplex thousands of guide:target variants in a precise way. This method

rapidly produces massive maps of guide:target orthogonality/off-targeting ’crosstalk’

in vivo and that is immediately portable to many ’flavors’ of CRISPR. In all, we directly

assess 63,633 guide:target combinations, more than any previous author at the time that

this work was done.

2.2 Results

2.2.1 Design

In order to explore the binding mechanics of FnCas12a, we created a low copy num-

ber plasmid (pSC101) which contains a catalytically-dead FnCas12a (dCas12a) and a

highly compact (175bp) inverter element which consists of an ‘input’ promoter which

drives gRNA production, two rho-independent terminators, and an ‘output’ promoter

targeted by the gRNA/dCas (Figure 2.2d). The system behaves as a simple genetic in-
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verter: when gRNA is absent, cell expresses from the target promoter, and when gRNA

production is turned on, expression from the target promoter is turned off.

A first test of dCas12a-based repression of fluorescence using the basic design be-

haves as expected (Fig. 2.2a). Cells containing a plasmid which drives the produc-

tion of both dCas12a and sfGFP remain green, lacking a crRNA to guide the nuclease.

We then insert the ’inverting element’, which consists of a strong constitutive promoter

which drives production of a gRNA programmed to target the promoter immediately

upstream of GFP, which suppresses GFP production.

2.2.2 Fitness as a measure of CRISPR-Cas12a interference

Of course, we are not limited to serial study of the interference of individual genetic

targets. We next multiplexed our inverting element to knock down 96 arbitrary genomic

targets through CRISPR interference (Fig. 2.2b). We can thus measure the lethality of

particular knockdowns by measuring the change in fitness with respect to a control

which lacks the CRISPR nuclease. This was done in parallel by growing all variants

together, extracting DNA, and counting the relative populations of the different plasmid

designs. The respective prevalence of different designs reflects a fitness disadvantage or

lack of it due to the essentiality of the targeted gene in question.

This counting of particular sequences is made possible by next-generation sequenc-

ing. Immediately flanking the inverter insertion site is a set of universal Illumina

adapter sequences which facilitate library preparation. Since there are 96 variants and

numerous misassembled products, we use next-generation sequencing and subsequent

analysis in order to ’count’ variants, throw out disallowed sequences, and extract a fit-

ness measurement. Next-generation sequencing effectively produces an array of counts

for each feature (i) for each condition, given by NExpt.
i and NCtl.

i , and thus a fractional rep-

resentation of each construct ni ≡ Ni/
∑

j N j. We use this to infer a fitness measurement

defined as wi ≡ log2(nE
i ) − log2(nC

i ), where nE
i ≡ NE

i /
∑

j NC
j and nC

i ≡ NC
i /

∑
j NC

j .
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Figure 2.2: a) A simple fluorescence test shows that dCas12a only efffectively represses
GFP production in the presence of crRNA produced by our ’NOT gate’ element. b)
We used dCas12a to knockdown 96 genomic targets and measure the effect on fitness,
70 of which are depicted here. Error is propagated from error in the number of next-
generation sequencing counts, calculated from the mean/variance relationship as for
RNA-Seq counts in [96] (see Methods). c) The fundamental design is an inverter or
NOT gate. We use this simple element to probe the effectiveness of interference. d)
Each inverter drives a tetA-sacB cassette, which powers our selection/counterselection
scheme. The element is only effective when guide sequence A and target sequence B are
matched, suppressing sacB and tetA production and producing a change in fitness in
sucrose/tetracycline selection conditions.
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2.2.3 The use of a highly compact inverting element allows for the simultaneous

variation of gRNA and target DNA sequences

We next used our dCas12a-based inverter (Fig. 1c), in order to finely explore the se-

quence determinants of in vivo dCas12a target binding. In one PCR step, we insert both

the sequence which drives crRNA production and the sequence for a downstream pro-

moter which CRISPR then targets (see Methods). We place a tetA-sacB cassette down-

stream of this ’output’ promoter, which is selectable with tetracycline and counterse-

lectable with sucrose [97] (Fig. 1d), allowing us to extract a fitness measurement which

measures the efficacy of the guide RNA:target pairing. By utilizing high-quality oli-

gos with randomized sequences, high efficiency electrocompetent cells for transforma-

tion, and benefitting from the exponential amplification of PCR, we can produce thou-

sands of guide:target combinations for simultaneous study. Cells transformed with the

CRISPR/inverter plasmids are then used to inoculate different selection conditions - a

tetracycline condition (T), a sucrose condition (S), and a control (C). DNA is then ex-

tracted from each condition in order to determine the relative fractions of different con-

structs in each condition. We can then define a fitness w ≡ log2 nS /nT as a well as a fitness

with respect to the control wC ≡ log2 nS /nC.

Our highly compact design makes this parallel study possible. A constitutive pro-

moter drives expression of the crRNA, which contains both the conserved CRISPR re-

peat sequence and the target-dependent spacer (Fig. 2.3a). This is followed by two

terminators, which insulate the spacer and repeat DNA sequence from the output pro-

moter, which is immediately downstream. The ’output’ promoter has a unique sequence

with a built-in PAM TTTG such that the promoter is occluded by dCas12a when target

binding is successful, and consensus -35 and -10 sequences. This promoter drives ex-

pression of a gene of interest, e.g. sfGFP or tetA/sacB, for easy quantification of repres-

sion effectiveness.
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Figure 2.3: a) Each element is a highly compact simple inverter, consisting of a consti-
tutive promoter, guide RNA sequence (spacer), two terminators, and a barcoded target
promoter with built-in PAM site. The output gene driven by the barcoded promoter is
swapped for gfp or the tetA-sacB cassette. b) Fitness measure for the CRISPRgate system
when the promoter is targeted at several positions, scanning potential sites on both the
template (blue) and nontemplate strand (green). Conserved promoter -35 and -10 sites
are underlined. The chosen target (-20, template strand targeted) is indicated with an as-
terisk and completely occludes the promoter -10 site. Error is propagated from error in
the number of next-generation sequencing counts, calculated from the mean/variance
relationship as for RNA-Seq counts in [96] (see Methods).
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2.2.4 CRISPR-Cas12a interference through promoter occlusion depends on the bind-

ing location

We sought to investigate effective promoter suppression using dCas12a by migrating

the guide position with respect to the promoter, testing both the template and nontem-

plate strands without altering conserved promoter regions (Fig. 2.3b). When directly

bound to a gene (downstream of the promoter), dCas9 shows superior repression when

targeting the nontemplate strand [45], while dCas12a shows superior repression when

targeting the template strand [95]. Work to optimize promoter occlusion has been done

previously for dCas9 binding [98] but is more limited for dCas12a [95, 99], and thus we

have done our own analysis for our specific inverter system. Agreeing with this previ-

ous work, we do find that there are effective positions to occlude the promoter on both

the template and nontemplate strands, but that the efficacy of targeting the nontemplate

strand is much more highly variable than previously reported. In subsequent experi-

ments, we utilize a promoter with a template strand target site which starts at -20 with

respect to the transcription start site, indicated with an asterisk in Figure 2.3b. This is an

effective target site which also allows for variable bases at the beginning of the crRNA

seed sequence. Because our multiplexed experiment produces all 25x25 oligo combina-

tions, we also measure the ’crosstalk’ between them. As expected, there is negligible

crosstalk because of the frameshift of the crRNA sequence with respect to the promoter.

2.2.5 Our method enables large-scale study of mismatches across the Cas12a recog-

nition sequence

Next, we asked how guide:target variations in the first six bases of the PAM-proximal

’seed’ region affected repression. In our design, up to six bases within the spacer se-

quence constitute a unique DNA sequence (e.g. CAGTCA) and can be varied to create

different input ’barcodes’. These six bases are positioned in between the conserved -

35 and -10 sites of the output promoter, and are thus variable as well, constituting the
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Figure 2.4: a) Fitness measurement for 16,384 barcode combinations in the +1 to +6
positions in the Cas12a recognition sequence, zoomed in to 1/16th of the total cov-
erage to show barcode combinations with clarity. Clearly visible lines correspond to
similar barcode sequences, generally with a Hamming distance of 0 or 1. There is no
clear crosstalk in Quadrants I and III, which correspond to WSWSWSxSWSWSW and
SWSWSWxWSWSWS, respectively, which are each at Hamming distance 6. Counts for
combinations which fell below the detection threshold are set to 1. It is evident that
fitness decreases sharply with additional mismatches, as there is limited tolerance for
more than a single mismatch in this region. b) The same measurement, but only for
SWSWSWxSWSWSW and targeting a different region of the promoter (as indicated)
such that the variable bases fall in the +7 to +12 region of the cas12a recognition se-
quence. As expected, the fitness decreases with respect to Hamming distance between
barcodes for barcodes in either the +1 to +6 region or +7 to +12 region, respectively.

output barcode. By using randomized barcode sequences (e.g. WSWSWS, where W

and S are A/T or C/G, respectively), we can in one step cover a large combinatorial

space between the spacer and target barcode sequences and produce a massive map of

the orthogonality of such sequences. We have done this for WSWSWSxWSWSWS, pro-

ducing 4,096 combinations, and for (SWSWSWS+WSWSWS)x(SWSWSWS+WSWSWS)

(Fig. 2.4a), producing 16,384 barcode combinations. The experiment gives us all of the

S:S and W:W pairings, at a fixed barcode GC content. We have chosen to at first check

this particular randomized pairing because it is GC-content balanced, should this have

been an important quality. However, we aren’t limited to pairings of SW and WS - in

principle any randomized combination that can be made by the manufacturer can be

done.

Further, we are not limited to using this technique to vary the first 6 bases of the

recognition sequence (designated +1 to +6). We next examined how a single mismatch in

the last 14 bases affects repression by using a guide sequence of form SWWWWWWSS-

WSSWW and a fixed promoter. Since there is then only one mismatch identity in each

position, there is low statistical coverage and thus we next explored how mismatches in

the +7 to +12 region of the guide:target vary with 64x64 guide:target variants (barcodes

are of the form SWSWSW). This was accomplished by moving the PAM site within the

target promoter such that the variable barcode sequences fell outside of a conserved
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promoter site (Fig. 2.4b).

2.2.6 XSeq recovers a permissive Cas12a PAM sequence

We next used a six base variable region upstream of the target site to probe sequence

sensitivity of the PAM site. In order to capture all possible PAM sites, any bases N are al-

lowed to be present. Varying six bases allows us to capture the expected PAM sequence

as well as an additional two bases of upstream context should this be important. We

find evident tolerance of sequences deviating from TTTV by at least one base (Fig. 2.5a).

Breaking this down further, it is clear that all variants of TTV are tolerated, and that

there is tolerance of many TV and TTT sequences (relative to a population where the

PAM is not tolerated, VVT) (Figure 2.5b). Non-canonical PAM sites TCTV and TTCV in

particular appear to be tolerated.

This work corroborates the work of other authors which have found such broad

PAM site tolerance in FnCas12a. This ortholog is known in the literature to be more

permissive than other Cas12a orthologs [100], which has implications for specificity in

gene editing applications. Furthermore, known tolerance of PAM sequences with C-

containing PAM sites has driven other authors to pursue orthologs with greater PAM

stringency [101].

2.2.7 Study of a randomized repeat recovers the native Cas12a sequence

We then sought to explore the design freedom with respect to the repeat sequence. The

native repeat sequence for FnCas12a is ACAATTTCTACTGTTGTAGAT. While we ex-

pect that the native crRNA sequence is the most effective for this minimally-engineered

dCas12a protein, it will be useful to be able to probe repeat sequences for new, highly-

engineered Cas proteins. We chose to probe randomly-generated sequences of the form

ACAATTBSTVSTNTTSBASVT. As expected for our dCas12a, the native repeat sequence

was superior or comparable to all 5,184 tested variants. However, we did discover that
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Figure 2.5: a) Targeting is highly effective for all variants of the most restrictive PAM site,
TTTV. However, there is evident tolerance of 1-bp variation. b,c) Breaking this down fur-
ther, the effective PAM site appears to actually be closer to YTV. d) Varying the repeat
hairpin using a variable sequence ACAATTTCTACTGTTGTAGAT reveals a set of other
permissible repeat sequences, with the top 24 best-performing included here. As could
be expected, the wild type repeat sequence (underlined) is a best performer. Interest-
ingly, other repeat sequences, including some with substantial sequence differences, are
tolerated by dCas12a.
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there are numerous other repeat sequence variants, some of which are highly dissimilar

to the native sequence, which perform just as well as the native sequence (Fig. 2.5d).

2.2.8 Sequence dependence of a single mismatch

Generally, we both expect and observe that CRISPR is intolerant of increasing numbers

of mismatches, and thus fitness decreases as a function of Hamming distance between

barcodes in both the +1 to +6 and +7 to +12 regions. This is visually striking in the over-

all crosstalk maps between barcodes (Figs. 2.4a,b). In order to understand how single

mismatches affect measured fitness, we considered how fitness varies as a function of

mismatch position (Figs. 2.6a, d). In the first six PAM-proximal bases, it appears that in-

sensitivity to a mismatch generally increases with distance from the PAM site, although

it appears most sensitive to the +2 position. The single mismatch position dependence

is species-dependent as this differs from what has been reported in catalytically active

AsCas12a [93], for example.

We can expand upon these results by considering other factors other than mismatch

position. A ’missing’ line of Hamming distance one is indicated in Figure 2.4a and 2.4b,

indicated with red arrows. This ’line’ corresponds to a C:C (spacer:target) mismatch in

the first position. Evidently, a C:C mismatch in the first position is sufficient to destroy

repression, as is an A:A mismatch (Figure 2.6b). This is visually striking since the ’sym-

metric’ reverse G:G mismatch in the first position is insufficient to destroy repression.

This extends beyond the first position and appears to be largely position-independent

within these first 6 positions (Figure 2.6c). Interestingly, the C:C mismatch appears to

be only penalized in the +7 position of the +7 to +12 position data (Figs. 2.6e, f), and

there appears to be a sharp cutoff in this effect, giving us the two ’lobes’ visible for

C:C mismatches in Figure 2.6d. A:A and T:T mismatches in the +8 position do not re-

ceive a fitness penalty relative to one another. While sensitivity to a guide transversion

mismatch has been previously reported in Cas9 [82], other work in AsCas12a found no

significant effect due to a transversion mismatch with respect to a non-wobble transition
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mismatch [93], and thus it appears that this effect is species-specific. In contrast to those

authors in their work with AsCas12a, we find no significant tolerance of a G:U wobble

mismatch (Fig. 2.6g).

2.2.9 Multiplexed mismatch analysis reveals tolerance to adjacent paired mis-

matches in the trunk region

To further develop these results, we considered how barcode combinations with 2+ mis-

matches affect fitness. Hamming distance 2 mismatches have slightly higher fitness than

those with 3+ mismatches in positions 1-6, (Fig. 3c) and a much more pronounced ad-

vantage in positions 7-12 (Fig. 3d). It is known that for Cas9 with two mismatches there

can be tolerance for paired mismatches [102]. This does not appear to be the case with

FnCas12a in the first 6 positions (Fig. 5h), but in the +7 to +12 region, there appears to

be a statistically significant (P = 3E-14, testing populations with 0 and 4 bases between

mismatches) weak tolerance for adjacent mismatches (Fig. 2.6h).

2.2.10 Multiple binding sites does in close proximity do not improve FnCas12a

CRISPRi efficiency

We are interested not only in the sequence determinants of interference effectiveness,

but other context which may affect dCas12a interference. We placed two targets up-

stream of the tetA/sacB cassette (and downstream of a constitutive promoter), varied

their position with respect to one another, and measured the change in fitness (Fig. ??).

Intriguingly, we found that while there was a significant fitness advantage with respect

to a variant with no target (panel 1), there was no advantage to having two upstream

targets as opposed to just one (panel 2) and no significant change as a function of the

distance between the targets.
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Figure 2.6: a,b,c) While there is some effect of the position of a single mismatch in the
seed region of binding, the strongest driver of mismatch acceptance is identity of the
mismatch. In both the first base and the next subsequent five bases, there is higher toler-
ance of U:T and G:G mismatches than of A:A or C:C mismatches. d,e,f) In positions +7
to +12, there is no strong dependence on mismatch location, although there is a bimodal
distribution of fitness in the +7 position. This is due to a very strong tolerance of G:G
mismatches over C:C mismatches in the +7 position. However, tolerance of all single
mismatches, regardless of type, remains relatively constant past base position +8. g,h)
While there does not appear to be tolerance of paired mismatches (Hamming distance
2) in the seed region, there is some tolerance of them when they are paired in the trunk
region.
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Figure 2.7: Binding of multiple dCas proteins upstream of the tetA/sacB cassette does
not increase fitness over repression using a single dCas protein. Furthermore, the effi-
cacy of targeting does not vary as a function of intertarget distance when multiple dCas
are bound.

2.2.11 Reactivation of Cas12a

We then confirmed that measurements based on catalytically-inactived dCas12a yield

useful predictions for the behavior of catalytically-active Cas12a nuclease. Our method

can easily be adapted to assay target cleavage, since cleavage of the antibiotic-selected

plasmid containing the target is a detriment to fitness w = log2(nCtl./nActive Cas) (Fig. 6c).

In Cas9, there are significant differences between the requirements for Cas binding and

cleavage [26], while requirements in Cas12a are somewhat more relaxed [27]. We find

that our results in dCas12a are highly predictive of the trends we see in the catalytically-

active nuclease (Figures 2.8d, 6e), and that the C:C mismatch effect is especially promi-

nent, completely destroying the fitness advantage and presumably target cleavage (Fig-

ure 2.8f).
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Figure 2.8: Cleavage activity is restored to Cas12a. In this case, Cas12a activity is detri-
mental to cell growth, as cleavage activity damages the plasmid which carries antibiotic
resistance. As before with CRISPRi-based assays, there is evident tolerance of A:A and
C:C mismatches over U:T and G:G mismatches.
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2.3 Results: Determination of design rules via XSeq-

based assays to bind to targets derived from SARS-

CoV-2

There has been a recent flurry of interest in using CRISPR as a means to detect genetic

material, particularly in the context of the coronavirus pandemic. I have previously

reviewed detection of genetic material using CRISPR in subsection 1.2.4. In a nutshell,

there are many competing technologies which can be used for detection of genetic mate-

rial. However, CRISPR is advantageous because of its extreme degree of specificity. This

specificity should allow us to identify and track individual genetic variants of sequences

of interest. However, pre-existing design rules for this application [54] are inadequate

for reliable prediction of CRISPR’s ability to differentiate SNPs (single-nucleotide poly-

morphisms). This capability is important, as it could improve our ability to track vari-

ants of SARS-CoV-2 (e.g. [103]) or future pathogens. In the following section, I briefly

describe our attempt to use XSeq to study dCas binding for the purposes of elucidating

better CRISPR design rules for the detection of genetic material. Ultimately, this work

suffered from cloning challenges that limit the utility of this dataset, but still serves as

a blueprint for the use of XSeq to determine CRISPRi binding rules should those chal-

lenges be overcome.

2.3.1 Design of an oligo pool of multiplexed viral CRISPRi targets

As inspired by my previous work with FnCas12a, XSeq can be expanded to use a broad

range of catalytically-dead Cas nucleases to target arbitrary collections of targets so long

as the expected PAM site is present. In the following work I use tens of thousands of pu-

tative targets sourced from SARS-CoV-2 (accession number NC 045512) as well as Novel

Influenza A (H1N1), the Zika Virus (Figure 2.9a,b), and some controls. Statistically-
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Figure 2.9: a,b) Appropriate CRISPR targets are derived from SARS-CoV-2, Influenza,
and Zika virus genomes. These target sites are limited by the presence of a DNA PAM
site (Cas9, Cas12a, and CasX) or an RNA PFS site (Cas13a) c) In Cas13a-based XSeq, a
matched gRNA/target RNA pairing triggers nonspecific RNA degradation and a result-
ing fitness penalty. d) dCas12a-based XSeq is essentially unchanged from my previous
work, although the DNA target site is moved downstream from the promoter. CasX and
Cas9-based designs follow analogously. e) Two sample plots of the measured fitness for
the single mismatch condition for dCas12a targets. Interestingly, I observe a tolerance
of G:T mismatches (and not of the U:G pairing, as might have been expected). There
is also increased mismatch tolerance in the PAM-distal region of dCas binding, as ex-
pected. Medians are indicated by orange lines, mid quartiles are indicated by the box,
and outliers are indicated by circles. Unfortunately, however, cloning or manufacturing
issues appear to drastically limit the number of constructs with exact repetition from the
oligo pool, limiting my ability to study the sequences of greatest interest (fully matched
ones) across all constructs.
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significant differences in targeting efficacy could indicate that certain targets could be

better for detection of these viruses using CRISPR, with lower false negatives. Further,

by including some fraction of partially matched guide:target pairings, I sought to mea-

sure rejection of imperfectly-mismatched targets, which could potentially be useful to

further develop design rules for differentiation of SNPs.

As before, I used selection and counterselection of a simple genetic inverter element

in order to assess the efficacy of CRISPR binding. However, this time, I used a diverse

set of dCas proteins sourced from different CRISPR orthologs, including AsCas12a [24],

SpCas9 [45] and CasX [22], as well as catalytically-live Cas13a [31]. Of course, these

interact with DNA and RNA, respectively, and the value of this assay is predicated

on the transcription/reverse transcription of targets as necessary, as done in Cas12a-

based protocols (DETECTR [30]) or Cas13-based RNA protocols (SHERLOCK [31]). For

Cas9, Cas12a, and CasX, selection for repression of tetA/sacB expression is done as

with previous XSeq work using sucrose. The design differs in that dCas binding is

downstream of the promoter in order to allow total freedom in target design. Cas13a is

significantly different from the other Cas constructs in that it acts by binding to RNA,

rather than DNA, targets. When Cas13a programmed with its gRNA successfully binds

to an RNA target, it undergoes a conformational change and indiscriminately cleaves

any RNA sequences it encounters [31]. We use this indiscriminate cleavage to deplete

cells with matched guide:target pairings (as opposed to our sucrose selection, which

is selective for matched guide:target sequences), and measure the depletion relative to

control constructs using next generation sequencing.

The pool of designs includes a mixture of fully-matched, partially-matched, and ex-

plicitly unmatched guide:target pairings. Constructs are ordered as an oligonucleotide

(oligo) pool (GenScript), which is made double-stranded through PCR amplification and

inserted into the appropriate backbone using Gibson assembly. The use of an oligo pool

is necessary in order to ensure predominantly matched guide:target sequences, unlike

our previous combinatoric strategy which would produce too many fully unmatched
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guide:target pairings of limited interest. Amplification of the pool to make it dou-

blestranded is necessary because while Gibson assembly works with ssDNA insertions,

it is with greatly reduced efficiency with respect to dsDNA insertions. Unfortunately,

these design constraints ultimately caused the cloning trouble which stymied this work,

as discussed in the next subsection.

For Cas12a, Cas9, and CasX, after cloning the experimental procedure does not differ

significantly from that used in previous XSeq work. Cas13a constructs are grown with

a shorter recovery time with no sucrose selection, optimized in order to be able to mea-

sure relative depletion without completely eliminating functional Cas13a guide:target

pairings from sequencing results (see Methods).

2.3.2 Preliminary results

SpCas9, AsCas12a, and Cas13a selection and counterselection behave as expected, al-

though CasX appears to have been nonfunctional in this context. Fully-matched con-

structs are so severely depleted across all selection conditions (explained below) that it

is difficult to draw strong conclusions about performance. Of the constructs tested, As-

Cas12a constructs with 1+ mismatches are the most well-behaved, and I include a subset

of these results in Figure 2.9e.

For AsCas12a, we replicate expected and previously observed behavior for Cas12a,

namely that binding efficacy decreases with Hamming distance between guide and tar-

get. Further, we observe a sharp increase in mismatch tolerance in the PAM-distal re-

gion. This is interesting because the transition to the PAM-distal region, described as

‘promiscuous’ by other authors [93] occurs at base 17. However, these other authors

observe that promiscuous tolerance by AsCas12a gradually increases, starting around

base 19. As these authors use a catalytically-live AsCas12a (in a cleavage-based assay in

mammalian cells), it could be that we are observing a difference in binding specificity

versus cleavage specificity (i.e. while AsCas12a may not have a substantial dwell time

at the target, it is still sufficient to effectively cleave some targets). However, the most
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notable result is in the identity of single mismatches. Notably, we find a significant tol-

erance of G:T mismatches (P = 0.035, relative to the population of all AsCas12a single

mismatches). The strength of this claim is limited by the lower number of non-depleted

guide:target pairings, and would benefit from increased statistics. The U:G wobble

mismatch is not tolerated, as observed by the same authors previously in AsCas12a

[93]. Unfortunately, because in FnCas12a we only consider SWSWSW:SWSWSW and

WSWSWS:WSWSWS with high statistics, this G:T tolerance result cannot be compared

against our FnCas12a results. It would be interesting to see if this is a AsCas12a-specific

effect or something that may be present in Cas12a more broadly.

However, at the time of writing, there is a significant construct and sequence-

dependent bias in the oligo pool which seriously impairs our ability to measure selec-

tion for the sequences of greatest interest. The most significant effect is a reduction in

the abundance of oligos which contain large repeated sections - a necessary condition

for measuring Cas on-target binding. At the time of writing, it is not clear what the

origin of this bias is, although it is likely to be the result of a manufacturing bias which

is sensitive to the presence of repetitive sequences. However, the manufacturer insists

that their process is not sensitive to this, and that our results are likely the product of

our cloning procedure. Additionally, selection biases as a function of dCas binding-

dependent fitness effects (discussed further in the next section) will affect these results.

Ultimately, use of XSeq as a measure of design rules for detection of genetic material

is an unfinished project that holds promise should these cloning or pool manufacture

issues be resolved.

2.4 Results: Expanded XSeq

The beauty of CRISPR lies not only in its programmability, but also its evolutionary

diversity. While other researchers have overwhelmingly studied Cas9, and we have

exclusively used FnCas12a in the experiments reported here, there is no reason to limit
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ourselves to these particular systems. CRISPR systems are very common [87] and it is

likely that by rapidly exploring and characterizing these we may find ones with more

optimal PAM sites and target differentiation. Further, it is possible to engineer CRISPR

nucleases to have even greater specificity than they do in nature, as with a Cas9 variant

with enhanced proofreading capabilities [104]. While our repeat sequence experiment

returned variants comparable to the native sequence, it is possible and likely that this

technique could aid in the discovery of better repeat sequences for these engineered Cas

systems that evolution has not yet optimized. Further, it is immediately transferable to

the variety of CRISPR systems that either nature or synthetic biology has afforded us.

2.4.1 Design

I next test the XSeq technique against six new CRISPR nuclease species variants: As-

Cas12a, from Acidaminococcus sp., SpCas9, from Streptoccus pyogenes, St1Cas9, from Strep-

tococcus thermophilus, TdCas9, from Treponema denticola, SaCas9, from Staphylococcus au-

reus, and CasX, from Deltaproteobacteria sp. As with the previous design with FnCas12a,

these variants are made catalytically-dead via mutations which inactivate the site(s) of

cleavage.

First, I explore in depth the sensitivity to mismatches in a six base PAM-proximal

window. Here, I test SWSWSW x SWSWSW, KMKMKM x KMKMKM, and RYRYRY x

RYRYRY, where S and W are strong (C/G) and weak (A/T) bases (as in previous work),

and K, M, R, and Y are (G/T), (A/C), (A/G), and (C/T), respectively. As with pre-

vious experiments with FnCas12a, this should allow determinations of how mismatch

flavor and position determine tolerance of base mismatches. Further, unlike the previ-

ous work with FnCas12a, the wider variety of potential mismatches (adding R/Y and

K/M) enables a broader view of how specific base mismatches are tolerated as a func-

tion of position, at least in the PAM-proximal region which is the likely to be the most

important region for specificity.

I next test a broader probe of 14bp of PAM-proximal and PAM-distal guide:target
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pairings where the target is held constant but the guide is allowed to vary (between

bases S/W). While these experiments do not test the broad space of possible mismatches

as in the previous set, they give a view of mismatch sensitivity over the entire length of

the guide sequence.

Lastly, I probe seven base pairs of expected PAM context, allowing any base (N) in

each position. The purpose of this is not only to capture the expected PAM site, but

also to see if there are previously undiscovered PAM site requirements or biases present

upstream. Cas12a, for example, has been reported to have PAM sites of TTN, TTTN,

and TTTV, depending on the species variant and publication. Given that the PAM site

is a major requirement for subsequent (and potentially unwanted) editing, and in the

context of CRISPRi, is a major source of dCas toxicity [71], it is useful to tease apart

these differences.

2.4.2 Mismatch sensitivity captured via sucrose-sensitive selection

Sucrose-sensitive selection (SK) behaves as expected for some Cas orthologs and in-

verter constructs. A subset of these results (PAM site and SWxSW experiments, for

AsCas12a and SaCas9) is included in Figure 2.11. For AsCas12a and SaCas9, sucrose

selection SK recaptures the expected PAM sites TTTV and NNGRRT, respectively (Fig-

ure 2.11a). Further, it is clear that there is selection for matching guide:target pairings

and tolerance of 1-2 mismatches, as evidenced by diagonals (Figure 2.11b). This is

broadly as expected and a confirmation that the XSeq technique can be ported to other

dCas proteins.

However, it is immediately apparent that for many constructs all guide:target com-

binations are depleted, and that selection favors random arbitrary combinations or only

a few Hamming distance 0 constructs. This is especially apparent for St1Cas9 and Sp-

Cas9, which have overrepresentation of only a few Hamming distance 0 constructs and

total depletion for all other constructs. SpCas9, for example, is heavily depleted such

that 23% of all total constructs are absent. This is not an expected result, given that
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Figure 2.10: In the next step for XSeq, I demonstrated that the technique could be ex-
panded to six different CRISPR nucleases and species variants, testing each against 6
different variable regions designed to test for binding specificity as a function of se-
quence variability in PAM proximal and distal regions. Further, sensitivity to PAM
sequence and non-canonical PAM sites is tested. In all, 294,912 unique constructs are
tested and run within one next generation sequencing run.
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in FnCas12a, even with total dCas mismatch and identical growth conditions, sucrose

counterselection is not strong enough to completely deplete off-diagonal elements. This

effect is discussed in the next section.

TdCas9 appears to cause substantial toxicity in E. coli when expressed in the presence

or absence of a gRNA, regardless of any selection applied. It was not used for any

subsequent experiments, but is indicative of future problems.

2.4.3 Unexpected fitness effects due to Cas binding and possible mechanisms

In the previous subsection, I only describe the raw counts in the selective condition and

do not normalize by the control, as done previously with FnCas12a for our first iteration

of XSeq. While catalytically-dead FnCas12a does not appear to exhibit fitness effects of

binding in the control condition (see Figure 3.12, from the next chapter, discussed in a

different context), this has not proved to be universally true. In fact, for all other CRISPR

DNA nucleases we’ve tested, there appears to be selection for dCas binding, even in

the control condition! This is illustrated in Figure 2.12 for AsCas12a and SpCas9, as

evidenced by diagonal patterning. Evidently, there is a substantial growth advantage

for dCas binding even though sacB/tetA expression should not affect growth in the

absence of a selecting agent.

Through many subsequent months of effort, I explored several routes to understand

and potentially mitigate this problem, and will spare the reader most details regarding

this. To be clear, selection in the K condition is a selective effect for dCas binding. If I

instead apply a different control, where the Gibson product use in cloning is sequenced

in lieu of K-condition growth, selection is not evident. Further, the selection is due to

dCas binding, rather than expression of sacB/tetA specifically, as when GFP is swapped

in lieu of the sacB/tetA cassette, the selection for dCas binding persists. While the effect

was not evident with FnCas12a, it is plausible that sacB/tetA expression could be toxic

even without sucrose, but this does not appear to be the case. Expression of this same

promoter in other contexts does not cause a fitness penalty, indicating again that this is
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Figure 2.11: a, b) Counts in the selective condition recover the expected PAM sites TTTV
and NNGRRT for AsCas12a and SaCas9, respectively. c,d) Furthermore, combinato-
rial SWSWSW x SWSWSW (guide x target, PAM-proximal) captures sensitivity to mis-
matches and tolerance of pairings of some Hamming Distance 1 constructs. AsCas12a
SK data outside of the main diagonal is severely depleted, as explained in the text. Note
that included data is based on the raw, non-normalized number of counts, rather the
fitness as reported in the prior XSeq work. Also note that this represents only a small
subset of data collected in this experiment, as indicated in Figure 2.10.

a dCas-specific effect.

At first, I had thought that the origin of this issue might be a contextual change in

the positioning of the dCas binding site with respect to the plasmid origin of replication.

This might appear to improve the fitness of constructs with the matching sequence by

modulating the copy number of affected plasmids. This rationale is based on work by

other authors which indicates that dCas binding can significantly impede DNA replica-

tion [105, 106], even introducing genetic instability [107]. However, restoring the origi-

nal contextual arrangement did not remove the selection for dCas binding in the control

condition.

dCas9 is known in the literature to cause fitness effects when overexpressed. Interest-

ingly, this is not due exclusively to binding of gRNA-guided dCas. In fact, dCas without

gRNA has substantial toxic effects on E. coli growth, causing filamentous growth when

overexpressed [108]. This indicates that dCas is interfering with DNA replication even

there is no guide:target pairing at all. Further, dCas9 directly binds to at least 37 genes

in the E. coli genome, again without any gRNA to program it [108]. These authors claim

that this effect is nonspecific and were unable to identify common sequence motifs cor-

responding to the binding site. This effect persists even when dCas is programmed with

a gRNA at high levels of overexpression. Further, these authors find that this effect is

extremely host-sensitive, with different growth impacts between different E. coli strains.

An alternative mechanism for dCas toxicity is the interference of PAM site prob-

ing. Real time visualization of dCas search mechanics shows that it can spend a signifi-

cant amount of time (≈30 ms) interrogating individual PAM sites [106], which plausibly
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Figure 2.12: a, b) Combinatorial measures of SWSWSW x SWSWSW (guide x target,
PAM-proximal) in the control condition show substantial selection as a function of dCas
binding, here for both AsCas12a and SaCas9. This is highly unexpected behavior, in-
dicating that there are substantial fitness effects due to CRISPR binding, regardless of
additional selective agents. As with the previous figure, raw, non-normalized counts
are depicted.
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could interfere with cellular activity. Designs which remove dCas PAM site binding

entirely show reduced toxicity [71].

It is possible that dCas binding alleviates toxicity simply by giving the dCas protein

something to do. Essentially, by keeping dCas sequestered at an arbitrary site, the num-

ber of dCas proteins aimlessly searching for targets is reduced. However, this seems

unlikely simply because the number of dCas proteins is expected to greatly exceed the

number of binding sites presented by the plasmid with a pSC101 origin. Especially

since I achieve on the order of a hundred-fold change between transcriptional expres-

sion with and without gRNA, the presence of dCas appears to be saturating. Perhaps

a tipping point is reached such that even a slight reduction in extraneous dCas activ-

ity has a fitness benefit. Another possibility is that the benefit occurs immediately after

transformation, when dCas levels are extremely low and cells are in a vulnerable state.

However, tests of multiple time slices of growth in the control condition (during later

stages of growth, when dCas levels are expected to have equilibriated) show weak but

clear selection for binding in the control condition.

Ultimately, this issue is extremely interesting, both regarding the question of bio-

logical origins as well as in biotechnology. It has significant implications for various

CRISPR applications, especially editing and any sort of in vivo gene expression control

with CRISPR (not limited to CRISPRi). However, it impedes development of our ther-

modynamic model (see Subsection 2.6) which is predicated on some understanding of

the selection mechanism. Furthermore, if the effect is host-specific to E. coli, it limits the

transferability of our findings to other hosts of interest, namely in biomedical context.

In the next chapter, I make the case that FnCas12a may be ideal for utilization in gene

circuits because it appears to lack this effect, reducing the potential for unwanted gene

circuit:host interactions.
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2.5 Results: RNA XSeq

I next explored to determine whether fitness sensitivity to dCas binding could be cir-

cumvented entirely by directly measuring transcription from a target promoter, rather

than by using fitness as an intermediary. Inspired by work which uses RNA-Seq to

measure the relative strengths of various promoters [109], I use reverse transcription

to convert RNA abundance into DNA, which can then be counted using next genera-

tion sequencing (‘RNA’ counts). Rather than normalizing by fractional representation

in a control condition, I normalize counts with respect to DNA fractional representation

(‘DNA’ counts). For some arbitrary construct i, the metric of interest is the log of the

normalized fractional representation (FR), given as:

log2

(
Normalized Fractional Representation (FR), i

)
= log2

(nRNA,i

nDNA,i

)
(2.1)

where nRNA,i =
RNAi∑
j RNA j

and nDNA,i =
DNAi∑
j DNA j

. In principle, this should greatly

simplify the application of our thermodynamic model for dCas activity (discussed in

the next section), as there is no need to approximate growth rate as a function of sucrose

concentration.

The growth setup is essentially the same as before, except that sacB/tetA is entirely

deleted and there is no selective ‘S’ condition (see Methods). The growth time is sub-

stantially decreased, which decreases the amount of time over which fitness effects due

to binding can compound. Upon completion of the growth phase, cells are pelleted and

flash frozen in nitrogen in order to arrest RNA production and protect it from degrada-

tion. This protocol was applied to the broad set of constructs and orthologs used in the

expanded XSeq work described in the previous section.

Figure 2.14, showing an arbitrary dataset (SWxSW, AsCas12a) is representative of

these results. Visually, when compared to the original sucrose-selective XSeq, it is ap-

parent that the depletion of matched versus unmatched targets is extremely low. This

is illustrated as a function of Hamming distance (Figure 2.14), where the differences in
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Figure 2.13: RNA XSeq skips the utilization of fitness as an intermediary for dCas activ-
ity by measuring the relative abundance of different RNAs as a function of guide:target
pairings. Cells are grown in media which does not select for binding (although this does
not preclude unwanted fitness effects of binding, as before). Cells are then flash frozen
and RNA and DNA are extracted. After reverse transcription and addition of indexes,
relative RNA abundance can then be inferred by next generation sequencing. Counts
are normalized by the relative abundance of constructs in DNA.

representation of Hamming distance 0 versus Hamming distance 6 corresponds to only

≈2.7-fold depletion of RNA. This is astoundingly lower than expected, especially as we

have measured fold-changes on the order of 100-fold via measures of fluorescence (for

FnCas12a). It remains unclear why measured depletion is so low. It is possible that there

is failure of specific constructs and poor dCas binding, however this issue persists across

dCas orthologs tested. It may be illustrative of a more fundamental issue with the use

of next generation sequencing data to measure low diversity constructs, which causes

a low-level ‘floor’ for all constructs which can be confused by single base miscalls. Be-

cause correct RNA calls are predicated on correct DNA mapping to tags present on each

RNA transcript (see Methods), low confidence mappings can cause RNAs to be sorted

to the wrong construct. To a lesser extent, it may serve to illustrate the significant level

of leakage from dCas-bound targets, a problem dealt with in depth in the next chapter.

Ultimately, while RNA XSeq is an interesting and potentially useful tool for inter-

preting transcriptional activity, it did not deliver the same quality differentiation be-

tween guide:target pairings present in the original XSeq work. This is intrinsic to the

technique, as selection allows us to tease apart small differences in growth rate as a

function of time, compounding over the length of the experiment. The result of this
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Figure 2.14: a, b) RNA XSeq results demonstrate that RNA depletion owing to CRISPRi
can be measured with RNA-Seq, but that the apparent fold change is far weaker than
previous results. This dataset for AsCas12a is only a representative subset of the large
volume of RNA XSeq data collected for AsCas12a, SpCas9, St1Cas9, SaCas9, and CasX.

was statistically-significant differentiation between features within pairings with the

same Hamming distance. RNA XSeq, in which there is no selection with each round

of growth, expresses only a fixed difference between on and off rates of RNA expres-

sion. Further, an advantage of the original XSeq technique is that this preferential selec-

tion can be tuned. For example, by increasing sucrose concentration, I eliminate most

constructs and increase the differentiation in performance of fully-matched pairings.

Alternatively, by decreasing sucrose concentration, I can permit more constructs and

capture weak tolerance of partially-mismatched sequences. As a result, I have not pur-

sued this RNA-based technique any further. Despite this, I have a protocol for a fitness

and selection-free RNA-Seq based technique to measure the impact of dCas binding on

transcription directly, which doubtlessly has utility for the lab for other reasons, e.g. for

understanding gene circuit behavior.
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2.6 A Thermodynamic Model for Cas Binding

Throughout the XSeq work, we use a compact synthetic inverter in order to study bind-

ing of dCas proteins. In this way, the entire system is highly controlled, and we can

study the intimate nature of gRNA:DNA binding while ignoring potentially extremely

important contextual effects by holding them constant (e.g. supercoiling, nearby RNA

polymerase activity, dCas availability). Further, our system allows us to study CRISPR

binding in isolation from cleavage. This is interesting and important because it allows

us to disentangle these two distinct sources of sequence fidelity. Further, binding is the

fundamentally critical advantage CRISPR has and the common denominator of all tech-

nologies derived from it. In our paper [74], we describe a thermodynamic model which

can be used to describe CRISPR binding. Here in this dissertation, I will give an abbre-

viated discussion of this model for context regarding the utilitity of XSeq, particularly

in the ability to translate measurements of fitness into an energy which can be used to

describe sequence-dependent tolerance or rejection of guide:target mismatches.

CRISPRi is a competitive relationship between RNA polymerase and the CRISPR

protein to occupy a DNA site (corresponding to the promoter in the XSeq design). How-

ever, each occupies this site differently. RNA polymerase does not remain irreversibly

bound to the promoter, only briefly associating with it before progressing with tran-

scription (the so-called ‘weak promoter’ limit). dCas, however, after target acceptance

remains stably bound to its target, and is only displaced by DNA polymerase during

replication. Thus, the system exists in 4 different possible states, corresponding to free

DNA, occupation by RNA polymerase, PAM binding (a loose association between dCas

and the PAM site), and stable dCas binding (Figure 2.15a). The stable complex is ejected

from its target with mean rate Λ, the DNA replication rate. The probability that dCas

will ‘accept’ a DNA target is a function of the guide:target sequence, and governs a

reconfiguration ν from PAM attachment to stable binding.

Ultimately, this reconfiguration rate ν is the most important factor which determines

binding efficacy, and is a precondition for cleavage in a catalytically-live version of the
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Figure 2.15: a) When unoccupied by RNA polymerase, dCas binds to the free target
promoter, first by probing the PAM site. Should the guide:target pairing be accepted by
dCas, a stable complex is formed which is not reset until dCas is kicked off of the DNA
by replication at mean rate Λ. Drawing from the grand canonical ensemble, each state
of the promoter target is given an energy and weight in the overall partition function. b)
The reconfiguration rate to the stable complex is determined by the guide:target pairing
and is predominantly a function of mismatches, each of which contribute some binding
penalty ∆ε∗ with respect to the fully-matched sequence.
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protein. Since CRISPR functions by direct gRNA to ssDNA binding, the acceptance or

rejection of various guide:target pairings is a function of specific mismatches which can

vary in flavor and position. In this model, the energetic cost of additional mismatches

is described as some modulation to the energy ∆ε∗ with respect to the energy associated

with a perfectly-matched sequence (Figure 2.15b).

Drawing from thermodynamic models of transcription factors [110, 111, 112], this

similar system can be modeled using the grand canonical ensemble. As such, the grand

canonical partition function is given as:

Z = 1 + λpe−βεp + λce−βεPAM + λce−βεc (2.2)

where β = kBT and λp and λc are the fugacities of RNA polymerase and dCas, re-

spectively. Fugacity, given as a function of the chemical potential µ as λ = eβµ, describes

the availability of RNAP or dCas, respectively, given a finite pool of these proteins. Ap-

plying weak promoter and PAM binding limits (the site is expected to only be briefly

occupied by either RNA polymerase or the dCas:PAM interaction [27]) yields the fol-

lowing expression for the fold change with and without dCas:

FC ≡
〈Nc〉R,0

〈Nc〉R=0
=

1
1 + λce−βεc

(λpe−βεp , λce−βεPAM � 1) (2.3)

Given these limits such thatZ ≈ 1 + λce−βεc , the mean Cas occupancy is:

θc =
λce−βεc

Z
=

λce−βεc

1 + λce−βεc
(2.4)

Thus, the occupancy is a simple function of the fold change:

θc = 1 − FC (2.5)

FC =
1

1 + λce−βε
≡ f (ε) (2.6)
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The utility of this is that the occupancy θc, a relatively esoteric quantity, can be ex-

pressed as a function of fold-change, something which effectively can be measured via

measures of gene expression.

Similarly, the occupancy of the PAM site alone is given:

θPAM =
λce−βεPAM

Z
=

λce−βεPAM

1 + λce−βεc
(2.7)

Next, these results can be connected to rates of binding/unbinding of dCas. Of

course, the first step of CRISPR binding is PAM identification and attachment, and oc-

cupancy of the PAM site is a precondition for subsequent binding. At equilibrium, θc,

the occupancy of a site by stably bound dCas is a function of PAM occupancy (θPAM), ν,

and Λ:

θ̇c = νθPAM − Λθc (2.8)

→ θc =
ν

Λ
θPAM (2.9)

The transition from initial PAM binding to the stable complex is governed by discrete

binding steps as crRNA binds to the target ssDNA (Figure 2.15b), starting at the PAM-

proximal position (i = 1). Supposing that transitions only occur from state i to states i−1

or i + 1, the transition rate from state 1 to state n is given:

ν = κ · e−β
∑n−1

i (εi+1−εi) (2.10)

κ, the basal transition rate for a fully-matched guide:target pairing, is assumed to be

constant throughout.

Now, consider the transition rate for a new guide:target pairing, which includes a

mismatch conferring some energetic penalty ∆ε∗. Denoting the occupancy and growth

rate of this new pairing as θ′c and Λ′, respectively, the relative occupancy can be ex-

pressed:
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θ′c
θc

=
Λ

Λ′
e−β∆εPAM · e−β∆ε∗ (2.11)

The objective is then to connect these expressions (Equations 2.6 and 2.11, boxed) to

selection conditions where growth rate is manipulated as a function of gene expression,

as in the XSeq experiments. In the case of sacB-based counterselection, we approximate

the kinetics of the system as a function of sucrose and sacB, describing both sacB pro-

duction and sacB-dependent growth:


dS
dt

= γ f (ε) − ΛS

Λ(S ) =
Λ0

1 +
sS (t)
k1/2

(2.12)

where S is the number of sacB molecules, s is the sucrose concentration, γ is the sacB

production rate, and the growth rate Λ is given by Monod kinetics such that k1/2 is the

half-velocity constant and Λ0 is the maximum growth rate. f (ε) is given previously by

Equation 2.6. At steady state:


S 0 =

γ f (ε)
Λ

Λ(S 0) =
Λ0

1 +
sS 0

k1/2

(2.13)

Solving for k1/2 yields:

k1/2 =
2γs1/2

Λ0
(2.14)

Defining some relative growth rate with respect to the maximum growth rate λ =

Λ/Λ0 yields:

λ =
Λ

Λ0
= 1 −

sγ f (ε)
k1/2Λ0

= 1 −
1
2

s
s1/2

f (ε) (2.15)

s and is a fixed experimental constant (4.5%), and s1/2 is measured (Figure [X]) and

found to correspond to 0.6% sucrose. Simplifying the previous expression:
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λ = 1 − α f (ε) (2.16)

where α = 4.5%/0.6%/2 = 3.75. We can then relate the dCas occupancy to the relative

growth rate λ:

θc = 1 − f (ε) = 1 −
1 − λ
α

= ν
θPAM

Λ
. (2.17)

Thus, the relative occupancy of two arbitrary guide:target pairings is given:

θ
′

c

θc
=
α − 1 + λ′

α − 1 + λ
=
λ

λ′
ν′

ν

θ′PAM

θPAM

. (2.18)

Given the known value of α, the energy can then be related to the growth rate:

e−β∆εPAM · e−β∆ε∗ =
2.75 + λ′

2.75 + λ

λ′

λ
(2.19)

Here, ∆εPAM and ∆ε∗ describe the relative binding energy differences due to mis-

matches, as before.

In the XSeq experiments, the growth rate is not measured directly. Rather, in order to

leverage the advantages of next generation sequencing, we measure the change in rela-

tive abundance before and after selection with respect to a control where there should be

no selection as a function of CRISPR binding. Of course, this is challenging when there

is selection in the absence of a selecting agent (hence the challenges with later iterations

of this work), but works well for the original XSeq experiment which uses FnCas12a.

Cells are collected during late exponential growth, and spend most time in exponential

growth:


ki =

Ki∑n
i Ki

=
xieΛ0τk

M1

si =
S i∑n
i S i

=
xieΛi

S τs

M1

(2.20)

Here, ki and si are the fractional representation in K and SK conditions, respectively,

given raw counts Ki and S i. M1 is the total number of cells (cells are collected at a fixed
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density and volume), xi is the actual number of cells of each construct i, and τk and τs are

the total selection runtime for each condition, respectively. By rearranging the previous

equations:

Λi
s =

log
si

ki
+ Λ0τk

τs
(2.21)

We can finally express the relative growth rate in terms of experimental parameters

and fractional abundances from next generation sequencing:

λi
s =

Λi
s

Λ0
=

log
si

ki
+ Λ0τk

Λ0τs
(2.22)

Referring back to equation 2.19, this allows us to express the change in binding en-

ergy for differences in PAM sites or differences as a result of mismatches using the XSeq

experimental measures.

2.7 Discussion

We have established a viable means to assess CRISPR repression and cleavage efficiency

and rapidly measure the targeting efficacy of thousands of different guide:target vari-

ants. Because our method is applicable to both the catalytically active and dead versions

of CRISPR nucleases, it is relevant to the vast range of CRISPR applications, including

in vivo gene editing, programmable repression, and nucleic acid detection. Our find-

ings regarding mismatch sensitivity in FnCas12a are important, as PAM-proximal Y:Y

mismatches in potential off-targets can reduce their competitive threat, while R:R mis-

matches may allow for significant unwanted binding and cleavage. Generally, it ap-

pears that binding is more tolerant of PAM-distal mismatches, and thus we know that

PAM-proximal mismatches are necessary to reduce off-target binding and cleavage. Our

finding of a relatively permissive PAM site for FnCas12a confirm the findings of other
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authors [100, 101] and highlights the important distinctions between Cas12a orthologs.

Our work is also particularly applicable to the advancement of dCas-based gene cir-

cuit elements. CRISPR target sequence orthogonality has been previously explored for

the purposes of developing elements in CRISPRi-based gene circuits [113, 70, 114], but

these maps of orthogonality are comparatively tiny and low-throughput compared to

our orthogonality maps.

Thermodynamic treatment of dCas binding holds significant promise. However,

there are significant factors that are yet to be implemented in this simple model of dCas

binding. For example, from the work described previously, we know that there is an

energetic penalty for mismatches which are separated versus those which are adjacent,

indicating an additional energy term which depends on neighbor identities (an Ising-

like model). Further, more work is needed to independently test

Unfortunately, at the time of writing, the XSeq technique has not proven to be as

broadly applicable as we had hoped, owing primarily to unexpected fitness effects

which vary as a function of dCas binding. This effect complicates the analysis, espe-

cially since we do not know the root cause of this effect, and why it was not evident in

initial work in FnCas12a. The presence of binding-dependent fitness effects is extremely

important and has implications both for gene editing and for expression of dCas-based

gene circuits in E. coli. However, XSeq is probably not the right method to understand

why CRISPR binding conveys a fitness benefit, or how this effect may depend on the

host. However, RNA sequencing may provide insight into how free dCas may interfere

with transcription.

Despite this, we anticipate that our method is widely applicable to the large-scale

quantification and study of CRISPR systems, both for the purposes of creating gene

circuit elements and assessing CRISPR off-targeting more broadly. Fundamentally, mul-

tiplexed in vivo selection/counterselection specifically designed to probe low Hamming

distance mismatches scales in a way that is simply impractical for genome-wide screens.

We can multiplex any element of the fundamental inverter that we want to probe, in-
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cluding the repeat sequence, the PAM site, the targeted promoter strength and target

location, and mismatch counts and locations. The speed and favorable scaling with

which this is possible bring the large-scale characterization of CRISPR systems within

reach.

2.8 Methods

2.8.1 Assembly of the CRISPR inverter plasmid backbone.

Unless indicated otherwise, all experiments were conducted using a plasmid back-

bone which constitutively expresses dCas12a (Francisella novicida) and tetA/sacB. This

plasmid was assembled using standard Gibson assembly techniques from components

sourced from several other plasmids: pY003 (pFnCpf1 delta Cas) was a gift from Feng

Zhang (Addgene plasmid # 69974), pTKLP-tetA was a gift from Thomas Kuhlman (Ad-

dgene plasmid # 71325), and pKM154 was a gift from Kenan Murphy (Addgene plas-

mid # 13036), using a backbone derived from pUA66 [1]. FnCas12a was made to be

catalytically inactive via two mutations, D917A and E1006A performed using NEB’s

Q5 site-directed mutagenesis kit. The landing pad sequence needed for Illumina se-

quencing was inserted using an IDT gBlock gene fragment. The entire plasmid sequence

(pDS1.04) is linked in the appendix.

Other XSeq plasmids for CasX, AsCas12a, SpCas9, SaCas9, St1Cas9, and Cas13a were

prepared using the same techniques. Benchling files with annotated versions of each

plasmid are included in the Appendix.

2.8.2 Design of PAM and gRNA mismatch assays.

In order to test the effects of PAM and gRNA mismatches at a large scale, we

created a highly compact dCas12a repressing element such that target and gRNA
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properties could be changed with a single site-directed mutagenesis. The se-

quence of this compact element can be found here: https://benchling.com/s/

seq-BAWu6Ya1kAnhxugFEezi. The designs for corresponding constructs with other

CRISPR orthologs follow analogously and are linked in the appendix.

The sacB/tetA cassette is deleted from the above constructs for the RNA XSeq exper-

iment. Instead, a unique, 27bp tag is expressed by each construct. This tag, when read

via RNA sequencing, can then be mapped back to the corresponding guide:target pair-

ing. An annotated version of this design can be found here: https://benchling.

com/s/seq-dLqBQYRgfIeXJ5wsV8qx.

Covid XSeq work utilized the same backbones used in AsCas12a, SpCas9, CasX, and

Cas13a XSeq experiments.

2.8.3 Assembly of plasmid libraries.

Our method of exploring CRISPR interference is predicated on the use of large, ran-

domized oligos in order to produce many mismatch combinations via site-directed mu-

tagenesis. Oligos for PCR-based assembly of different guide:target variants were pur-

chased from Thermo Fisher; oligos containing randomized bases were PAGE-purified

and all others were ordered as desalted oligo plates. PAGE-purified oligos were or-

dered phosphorylated by the manufacturer. Unphosphorylated oligos from plates were

pooled together (according to their forward-reverse directions) and phosphate groups

were added using Thermo Fisher’s T4 Polynucleotide Kinase (T4 PNK).

Pooled or randomized phosphorylated oligos were used to insert multiple crRNA

and target DNA combinations in a single PCR step. Likely due to the large size of the

insertion, we had a significant amount of difficulty finding parameters which resulted

in complete PCR products. Parameters that worked were found serendipitously and

include a high molar ratio of template to primers and extremely long (15min+) extension

times. PCR was done exclusively using Q5 hot start DNA polymerase from NEB.

For cloning of single constructs, ligation and phosphorylation was accomplished us-
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ing the Kinase+Ligase+DpnI (KLD) mix from NEB’s site-directed mutagenesis kit. In the

multiplexed experiments (except when noted below), ligation was accomplished using

NEB’s ElectroLigase, using 100 ng of DNA from the PCR purified using Zymo’s ZymoP-

URE Miniprep kit. Ligation was done according to the manufacturer’s instructions, with

a 60 minute incubation time at 25◦C and a 15 minute inactivation step at 65◦C. Ligated

product was either used immediately for transformation or frozen for future use.

The trunk mismatch experiment, as well as subsequent XSeq work not done in Fn-

Cas12a, was constructed using a different Gibson assembly-based method as opposed

to the PCR approach. A 150-200bp ultramer (IDT) was first made doublestranded using

PCR. It was then inserted into the appropriate linearized plasmid backbone using NEB

Hifi, following the manufacturer’s instructions.

The catalytically active Cas12a experiment was cloned using a library derived from

the Kanamycin-selected control in the catalytically-dead experiment, since this was of

known good coverage for all mismatch combinations. D917A and E1006A mutations in

dCas12a in pDS1.04 were reverted using site-directed mutagenesis, and the catalytically-

restored Cas12a was inserted into the linearized backbone with all 4,096 variants in lieu

of the catalytically-dead CRISPR via assembly with NEB Hifi DNA assembly Master

Mix.

Insertions for the promoter/target and target/target spacing experiments were done

using two rounds of PCR, the first one to add a functioning inverter element and the

second one to add one or two PAM+target DNA sequences.

2.8.4 Electroporation of plasmid libraries.

In order to achieve the transformation efficiencies required for good statistical coverage

of all mismatch combinations in our multiplexed experiments, we used electroporation

of our CRISPR mismatch libraries. 1 µL of electroligated product was added to 25 µL Lu-

cigen Endura ElectroCompetent cells, and then electroporated at 1400V (BTX ECM399

Device). Cells were recovered in 2 mL of Lucigen recovery media, as in [115]. Following
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the one-hour recovery, the full 2 mL was transferred to 23 mL of Terrific Broth (TB) with

kanamycin in a 50 mL tube. TB was made by autoclaving 23.8 g of VWR’s Terrific Broth

powder with 2 mL of glycerol and 500 mL of purified water. Since the Endura cells

are so densely packed, the resulting recovery product has a nonzero OD of roughly 0.3.

Once the tubes reached an OD of 1.0 (approximately 8 hours at 37C, 225 rpm), each pair

of tubes was combined in a flask and 1 mL of that product was used to inoculate each of

the selection conditions as described below.

2.8.5 Sucrose and tetracycline selection.

Inoculated selection media (100 mL) were grown in 250 mL flasks (37C, 225 rpm) until

they reached an OD of 1.0, then cooled to 4◦C prior to plasmid extraction. Unselective

media (the control condition) is TB with Kanamycin (50 µg/mL). Tetracycline-selective

media (TK - indicating both kanamycin and tetracycline) was produced in the same

way, adding tetracycline at a concentration of 10 µg/mL. Sucrose-selective media (SK)

was produced by combining 10 mL of an autoclaved sucrose premix solution (22.5 g

sucrose in 37.5 mL water) with a TB premix solution such that the resulting solution

contains 4.5% sucrose (w/v).

Plasmid extraction was done using Zymo’s ZymoPURE II Midiprep kit according to

the manufacturer’s instructions. Plasmids were then eluted in elution buffer and stored

at -20◦C prior to indexing for Next-Generation Sequencing.

While Li et al. utilize dual sensitivity to both sucrose and fusaric acid [97], we found

no selective advantage due to the use of fusaric acid, and did not utilize it beyond pre-

liminary experiments.

2.8.6 RNA XSeq

Nonselective growth for RNA XSeq was conducted differently than other XSeq exper-

iments. After electroporation and recovery in Lucigen media, cells are added to 23mL
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of TB with kanamycin and grown with the standard conditions (225rpm, 37C). Once

OD1.0 is reached, 100µL of this product is diluted and vortexed. Then, 2uL of this prod-

uct is used to inoculate 50mL TB with kanamycin. The purpose of this is to throttle

the number of random tags such that there are enough counts of each one to reliably

map between RNA and DNA reads. Once OD1.0 is reached, the product is split into

two 50mL falcon tubes, each of which is spun down over two minutes at 4C. The su-

pernatant is poured off and the remaining pellets are flash frozen in liquid nitrogen and

stored in a -80C freezer until extraction. DNA extraction using Zymo DNA miniprep

kit follows as before. RNA extraction is accomplished using Zymo’s Direct-zol RNA kit,

using 600 µL of TRI reagent for each pellet. When eluted in 50µL of RNase-free water,

the resulting yield was near the column maximum of 1µg/µL.

Using 5µL of RNA from each condition, the product is reverse transcribed using

Thermo Fisher’s SuperScript IV, following the manufacturer’s instructions except ex-

tending the incubation at 52C to one hour. This DNA product is then used in the next

generation sequencing pipeline as any other XSeq product.

2.8.7 Next-Generation Sequencing and Analysis.

Our method is made possible by the inclusion of sequences flanking the inverter site of

interest (see the pDS1.04 sequence) to which Illumina indexing primers can bind. This

allows us to lift out purely the sequences of interest using PCR, skipping most traditional

library preparation steps. Indexes were added to our samples using primers from NEB’s

NEBNext Multiplex Oligos for Illumina (Index Primers Set 1), using NEBNext Q5 Hot

Start HiFi PCR Master Mix or NEBNext Ultra II Q5 Master Mix.

Sequencing was either performed using Illumina’s MiSeq System from the Cornell

Genomics Facility (150 bp kit, PE 2 x 75 bp), Illumina’s NextSeq 2k system (200 bp kit,

2 x 100 bp), or an Illumina iSeq instrument in our own laboratory (2 x 150 bp run). Due

to the extremely low complexity of these libraries, a 10% PhiX spike-in was used in both

cases. Results were analyzed using scripts written in Python.
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2.8.8 Fluorescence Measurements of Protein Fold-change.

In initial fluorescence measurement experiments, plasmids containing dCas12a, guide

RNA sequence, and a GFP target were transformed into NEB’s 5-alpha Competent E. coli

(High Efficiency) and recovered in SOC according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

Initial assessment of repression efficacy was made by visual inspection of cells grown

on LB plates. The sequences of these plasmids can be found in the Appendix:

Quantitative measurements of fluorescence (used to produce Fig. 2.2a) were made

using a Synergy H1 Hybrid Multi-Mode Microplate Reader, produced by BioTek. Re-

ported fold-change corresponds to asymptotic fold-change observed after roughly five

hours of growth in 200uL TB at 37C. GFP fluorescence measurements are corrected by

subtracting out the measured green emittance from cells at the same OD which entirely

lack GFP.

2.8.9 Statistical analysis and confidence interval evaluation.

While it is is prohibitive to replicate next generation sequencing experiments, there are

independent replicates within a single experiment with different selection conditions

from which we can extract a variance as a function of the number of counts from next

generation sequencing. Specifically, independent replicates are sourced from the K and

T selection conditions with 6 mismatches in the seed region, for which we expect there

to be no effective repression by dCas12a.

We utilize the transformation log2(counts) :
√

standard deviation previously used by

other authors for RNA-Seq counts [96]. This transformation is then fit using LOESS [116]

via its python implementation [117]. Variance falls with the log of the number of counts

(as would be expected from Poisson statistics) but then asymptotes for large counts.
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Chapter 3

Restored logical performance of

CRISPRi inverters through antisense

RNA sequestration

In this chapter, I describe a novel method to improve the performance of CRISPRi-based

gene circuit nodes.

3.1 Abstract

By using the binding of the catalytically-dead CRISPR protein dCas12a, we can create

programmable gene circuit elements in E. coli. These ‘CRISPRgates’ are simple NOT

gate elements which can target genes or other CRISPRgate elements and in principle

can be combined to create complex genetic circuits, a fundamental goal of synthetic

biology. While natural transcription factors have built-in advantages for transcriptional

regulation (e.g. cooperativity), they are not programmable or individually orthogonal
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and a limited number of them exist. Repression with CRISPR is advantageous because

we can in principle repress many different targets simultaneously without crosstalk.

However, such gene circuit elements behave poorly when placed in series due to signal

loss that occurs due to leaky repression (e.g. NOT NOT NOT != NOT) and retroactivity

effects due to a shared pool of Cas proteins. By utilizing antisense RNAs to sequester

guide RNA transcripts in combination with appropriate spatial arrangement of gene

circuit nodes, we demonstrate a mechanism to suppress leaky CRISPRi repression and

restore logical gene circuit function when elements are used in series.

3.2 Introduction

A fundamental goal of biological engineering is the production of entirely new tran-

scriptional gene networks which allow us to endow organisms with original and poten-

tially radical engineered behaviors. Ideally, the nodes in such synthetic gene networks

retain the efficacy of natural gene network components but with additional features that

make the behavior easier to rationally engineer. Despite advances in the standarization

and prediction of various genetic components in bacteria, including molecular sensors

[118], terminators [119], and promoters [120] and in computational predictions of cir-

cuit function [121, 122], we still lack a good standard universal processing component

which can be reprogrammed to interact with arbitrary sequences or be reused within a

synthetic gene network.

Synthetic transcription factors based on CRISPR interference (CRISPRi) [45, 62, 95]

could in principle fill this role [60]. A catalyically-dead CRISPR protein, designated

dCas, is simply utilized in bacteria as a programmable transcriptional repressor as it

sterically blocks transcription by RNA polymerase at the CRISPR binding site. CRISPR

is ideal because repression can be targeted to any arbitrary location so long as a PAM

site (protospacer adjacent motif) is present. Further, such dCas proteins can be com-

bined with other components to create CRISPR activators (CRISPRa) [63, 64] in addition
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Figure 3.1: Antisense sequestration as a means to mitigate input leak in dCas-based
transcriptional circuits a) A simple NOT gate transcriptional gene circuit element in-
verts a signal such that when its input promoter is ON, its output promoter is OFF. In
its most basic implementation, a CRISPRi-based NOT gate functions by driving the pro-
duction of a gRNA, which programs dCas to bind to and repress expression from the
target promoter. b,c) Such a circuit is extremely sensitive to leakiness from the input
module. If the input module is a inducible sensor, any imperfect repression allows the
production of a few gRNA which can efficiently repress the output. If the input module
is driven by another CRISPRi inverter, competition for a limited pool of dCas proteins
retroactively drags down the dynamic range of the input. If many such elements are
used in series, inherited leakiness eventually destroys the expected behavior of invert-
ers. d,e) By soaking up and destroying leaked gRNA transcripts using a matching as-
RNA sequence, the effects of upstream circuit leak which limit circuit dynamic range
can be nullified.
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to repressors. Due to their practically infinite potential for programmability and orthog-

onality (simultaneous expression without crosstalk), gene circuits using CRISPRi stand

to revolutionize synthetic gene networks. However, despite successes in creating dCas-

based endpoint [70, 113, 114] and dynamic [67, 68, 69] circuits, challenges remain when

circuits are scaled up from just a few CRISPRi elements [71]. In fact, CRISPR’s repro-

grammability is also the source of its greatest weaknesses. Because a shared pool of

dCas proteins is drawn on simultaneously from all active nodes in a circuit, it is pos-

sible for downstream nodes to drag down performance of those further upstream, an

effect called retroactivity [123, 124]. Further, even if we neglect the effects of retroactiv-

ity entirely, CRISPRi circuits are extremely sensitive to leak [125] and lack any nonlinear

cooperative response which could rescue behavior. Fundamentally, poor performance

in CRISPRi circuits is driven by leak owing by a combination of factors, including leak-

iness from a sensing module, retroactivity, and unmitigated inheritance of leak from

other nodes in series.

It stands to reason then that a way to mitigate problematic performance of CRISPRi-

based circuits is to deal with circuit leak directly. Natural systems use ’sponge sites’

or ’decoys’ in which transcription factors are sequestered by DNA sites in the genome

[126, 127, 128, 110]. As a result, transcription factors must overcome some critical

threshold before they become effective. Such sponge sites can be engineered, improv-

ing the behavior of inducible promoter-based systems by decreasing basal leakage, im-

proving dynamic range, and reducing fitness impacts of circuit expression [129]. Tun-

able expression of these decoys is a promising means to optimize metabolic engineer-

ing [130]. Further, ’sponges’ are not limited to DNA binding sites, as RNAs also se-

quester proteins in natural systems as a means to affect gene expression [131]. CRISPR’s

unique mechanism of action (by using a programmable RNA guide) gives us an alter-

native means to soak up unwanted repression via the sequestration of gRNA. Hybrid

CRISPRi/antisense RNA (asRNA) elements have been created previously as a means to

more rapidly ’de-repress’ CRISPRi nodes [132, 133], counteracting excessive memory of
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Figure 3.2: Circuit performance is intentionally throttled by genomic expression of
tetR and dCas12a a) GFP expression where dCas12a and tetR are genomically integrated
(orange) vs. expressed by a plasmid at high copy number (light orange). b) 1X inverters
where Cas12a and tetR are genomically integrated (orange) vs. expressed by a plasmid
at high copy number (light orange). Throttling the availability of tetR and dCas increases
input and output leak, facilitating study of how these impacts can be mitigated. These
curves are taken during exponential growth. In linear space displayed error bars are
±1 standard deviation from threefold biological replicates. Only the upper error bar is
displayed in logarithmic space. The circuit itself is expressed on a second plasmid with
lower copy number (pSC101).
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inital dCas repression. However, to our knowledge, we are the first to demonstrate that

asRNA sponges can effectively restore the dynamic range of CRISPRi-based transcrip-

tional gene circuits.

In this work, using CRISPR inverters derived from Cas12a [24, 95], we demonstrate

that CRISPRi in combination with antisense sequestration restores the dynamic range

of 1X inverters with an input module that is intentionally made to be leaky, simulat-

ing incomplete dCas repression which could stem from a number of factors (e.g. input

leak or retroactivity). The benefits are particularly pronounced during post-exponential

growth, when accumulation of dCas with leaked gRNA transcripts cripples circuit per-

formance. We further show that we can use CRISPR’s unique mechanism of action to

regulate its own antisense regulation, yielding a positive feedback mechanism which

further increases dynamic range. Antisense sequestration drastically improves the dy-

namic range of the 2X inverter. We also attempt to sequester the output mRNA of 1X

and 2X inverters, and while this is extremely effective at minimizing leaky expression,

this was less successful as it reduces overall dynamic range. As with all synthetic gene

circuits, compositional context matters, and ours are no exception. We explore how

the ordering of nodes affects circuit performance. In total, we show that antisense se-

questration can be used to reduce the impact of leakiness in dCas-based nodes without

sacrificing the programmability or orthogonality which make CRISPRi synthetic gene

circuits so promising.

3.3 Results

3.3.1 Design of a hybrid CRISPRi:asRNA node

A single dCas inverter functions by driving the production of a gRNA which programs

dCas to bind to and suppress expression from some output promoter, which in our

work drives GFP (Figure 3.1a). Since dCas12a is expressed constitutively, this simple
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Figure 3.3: Efficacy of gRNA sequestration measured via interference with a 1X in-
verter. Constitutive expression of a 1X inverter (orange) produces cells which are white,
as GFP expression is suppressed by dCas binding. By occluding portions of the gRNA
(occluding only the spacer/tag, partial or full occlusion of the repeat, and occlusion
which exceeds the repeat sequence), there is a demonstrable difference in sequestration
efficacy as a function of interference with the function of CRISPRi (light blue), turning
cells green. Occlusion of the complete gRNA sequence, exceeding the full length of the
repeat, results in the most effect sequestration. Ultimately, partial repeat occlusion is
used in all subsequent experiments in order to minimize potential non-orthogonality
with asRNAs intended to target different gRNAs. Differences in GFP output are mea-
sured during exponential growth in a platereader as with other experiments, although
these preliminary experiments were conducted using the NEB Stable strain. The HFQ
recruitment tag on the asRNA is not depicted for clarity.
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NOT gate is manipulated on and off via the induction of gRNA transcription using a

pTet promoter. In our system, the inducible input is turned on in the presence of anhy-

drotetracycline (atc) such that when atc is added, cells turn from green to white as GFP

production ceases. Thus, in this model system, ‘input leak’ is the instance where leaked

transcripts from the pTet promoter are processed by dCas12a and bind to their target,

even at low or zero atc induction, reducing gfp expression from the expected maximum.

Alternatively, ‘output leak’ is the instance where the node processing module (dCas +

gRNA) ineffectively represses the output, increasing gfp expression from the expected

minimum even at full inverter induction.

Our first act is to make a single CRISPRi inverter which suffers from increased input

and output leak as a proxy for an inverting node in the context of a larger dCas cir-

cuit. This is done by throttling it twice: first, reducing tetR availability, which increases

gRNA transcripts when atc levels are low, and second, reducing dCas availability, which

increases mRNA production at all atc levels (Figure 3.2). We can then compare perfor-

mance of the simple inverter against a system where tetR and dCas are expressed by

the same promoters but at 20 to 30-fold higher copy number using a plasmid (p15A ori-

gin) [134]. The impact on input performance by weak expression of tetR in the genome

is evident leak when atc concentration is low or 0 (Figure 3.2a, evident when curves

are compared in logspace). The output performance is throttled by weak expression of

dCas12a in the genome such that at high levels of atc there is imperfect repression (Fig-

ure 3.2b, evident when curves are compared in logspace). Thus, the performance of 1X

inverter is made to be limited both by tetR availability at low atc induction and dCas

availability at high atc concentration. Ironically, because 1X performance is limited by

unwanted dCas repression in the zero atc state, limiting dCas availability increases the

absolute dynamic range of the 1X inverter. All circuits in this work are throttled with

low genomic dCas and tetR availability unless otherwise noted, but the circuit itself is

expressed on a plasmid with low, stringently-controlled copy number (pSC101).

Using a format inspired by [132] and antisense RNA design rules from [135], we
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Figure 3.4: Design of a multinode hybrid CRISPRi/asRNA system a) Nodes are in-
serted into a plasmid in tandem with the gfp output. A gRNA which represses mRNA
sequestration (asterisked) is present only in constructs with mRNA sequestration. b)
Nodes are notated with a 3-character system designating the node type (logic or sinker),
the promoter number, and the output number (either CRISPRi target or asRNA tag).
This is useful for specifying node order (Supplemental Figure 3.10) as circuits get larger
and more complex. c) gRNA sequestration is accomplished using an antisense seques-
tration sequence which entirely covers the gRNA spacer sequence, an additional 40bp
unique tag, and 9bp of the repeat sequence. mRNA sequestration is accomplished by se-
questering the mRNA RBS sequence. d,e,f,g) Each individual node can be repressed for
the purposes of logical control or feedback. All nodes have fixed -35 and -10 conserved
sequences, although the promoter which drives gfp has a weakened -35 site.

created a hybrid CRISPRi/asRNA system which pairs each dCas node with an asRNA

node specifically designed to orthogonally sequester the corresponding gRNA. The as-

RNA includes a tag which recruits Hfq, a protein which facilitates RNA-RNA interac-

tions [136]. While previous authors found that sgRNA for dCas9 was best de-repressed

by binding to a linker located between the sgRNA hairpin and the terminator [132], we

have found that our FnCas12a-based gRNAs are best sequestered by binding to a longer

sequence which occludes the 20 bp spacer, a 40 bp unique tag, and 9 bp of the repeat

sequence. A comparison of occluding different lengths of the gRNA is included in Fig-

ure 3.3. Efficacy of sequestration seems to depend on disruption of the repeat hairpin,

but this comes at the cost of orthogonal sequestration of unique gRNAs if too many

nucleotides of the shared repeat sequence are occluded.

Every gRNA-producing node (including the pTet logic node), termed a ‘logic’ node,

and every asRNA-producing node, termed a ‘sinker’ node, shares the same strong pro-

moter with conserved -35 and -10 promoter sites TTGACA and TAAAAT. The output

promoter which drives Gfp is designed to be weaker (-35 and -10 sites TTGTCA and

TAAAAT), as expression of Gfp by the strong promoter causes a fitness penalty. All

nodes (except those driven by pTet) have a PAM site TTTG necessary for Cas binding

for logical control or feedback.
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3.3.2 Sequestration of gRNA transcripts reduces input leak sensitivity during post-

exponential growth

During exponential growth, a basic 1X inverter (orange, Figure 3.5b1) covers 75.0% of

the expected maximal dynamic range when compared to the expression of a control with

the same compositional context (dotted green). However, performance with respect

to the control plummets during post-exponential growth, covering only 45.3% of the

expected range, driven by falling maximal Gfp expression in the low atc condition. This

is indicative of sensitivity to input leak. As expected, the basic inverter shows very low

but nonzero output leak with respect to the background (3.3% of the maximal inverter

OFF state during exponential growth, 3.7% during post-exponential growth).

We sought to determine if antisense sequestration (light blue, Figure 3.5b1) had a

substantial effect on circuit performance. During exponential growth, the overall dy-

namic range is relatively unaffected, covering 71.8% of the expected absolute range.

Rather, the effect in linear space is to shift the entire curve towards higher levels of

gfp production, consistent with the expectation that gRNAs are sequestered at all lev-

els of atc induction. Further, antisense sequestration comes with some substantial cost:

increased output leak (15.2% of the inverter OFF state), especially evident in logspace

(Figure 3.5b1-log).

However, antisense sequestration dramatically improves performance of antisense

gRNA sequestration with respect to the basic 1X inverter during post-exponential

growth. In fact, the circuit with antisense sequestration works better than it did during

exponential growth, covering 82.8% of the expected range (recall that dynamic range of

the basic inverter falls to 45.3% of the expected). Further, the output leak relative to the

inverter OFF state is reduced to that of the basic inverter (3.8%), although the absolute

level of leak remains higher, as evident in logspace.

Why are dCas circuits so vulnerable to leakiness during post-exponential growth?

Essentially, it appears that dCas becomes more effective with reduced division (and
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Figure 3.5: Antisense sequestration of gRNA increases dynamic range of a 1X inverter
a) Six variants of the 1X inverter controlled to have the same compositional context. In
these experiments the ordering of nodes is fixed: the mRNA sequestration node (pink)
occurs first, the pTet logic node (orange) occurs second, the gRNA sequestration node
(red) appears third, followed by the gfp output node. A gray node indicates a nonfunc-
tional stand-in which expresses a gRNA or asRNA sequence, as appropriate, but that
does not target anything in the system. b) The advantages of antisense sequestration are
more apparent during post-exponential growth (last two rows) than exponential growth
(first two rows) when cells are growth to high densities in a microplate reader. Fluores-
cence curves are taken at fixed points in time with respect to an early alignment time
(see Methods) during exponential growth or late post-exponential growth, as indicated.
Fit is against a Hill function (see Methods) applied in linear space. In linear space dis-
played error bars are ±1 standard deviation from threefold biological replicates. Only
the upper error bar is displayed in logarithmic space. Performance is shown relatative
to the performance of a GFP control with the same compositional context arrangement
of nodes (dashed green line) and the basic 1X inverter (orange). For these experiments,
dCas12a and tetR are expressed constitutively in the genome.

hence, dilution) time. This could be expected if dCas proteins do not reach equilibrium

on the timescale of cellular replication. dCas search mechanics and binding is a slow

process, taking on the order of hours for dCas9 to find an E. coli genomic target [137],

and Cas12a undergoes a one-dimensional search that is a function of PAM site density

[27] likely impeded by other DNA-associated proteins. Unlike natural transcription fac-

tors, dCas lacks cooperativity or an evolutionary imperative for rapidity over precision.

Because dCas12a associates functionally irreversibly [138] with its target until displaced

by DNA replication, just a few leaked gRNA transcripts can cause significant repres-

sion, given that there are only ≈ 5 plasmid-based target sites. While naked RNA has

an extremely short lifetime, on the order of minutes, dCas proteins likely protect leaked

transcripts, extending the effective lifetime to hours. During stationary-phase growth

with constant protein production [139], more dCas proteins find their cognate target,

strengthening repression. Thus, effective repression is not only a function of binding

energy, but of search time with respect to cell division time. At low atc concentration

when just a few leaked gRNA transcripts are present, our antisense sequestration sys-

tem destroys these transcripts before they can be protected by dCas12a and produce

unwanted repression.
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3.3.3 Utilization of positive feedback reduces output leak due to gRNA sequestra-

tion

While the absolute dynamic range of a 1X inverter with input leak is vastly improved

by the use of antisense sequestration (first column of Fig 3.5), this comes at some signif-

icant cost, especially evident in logspace in Fig 3.5b1-log and b5-log. It is evident that at

high levels of atc, the presence of antisense sequestration significantly increases output

leak. While the damage of this could be limited as this output leak might be tolerated by

downstream nodes engineered to tolerate input leak, there is utility in mitigating out-

put leak, especially for the instance where the node output is the circuit output (i.e. gfp,

rather than another processing node). CRISPRi’s mechanism of action gives us a means

to introduce feedback into the system which should drive down output leak while pre-

serving the benefits of antisense sequestration at low atc induction. By having the 1X

inverter target not only the Gfp output, but also the node which drives antisense se-

questration (Figure 3.5a, gRNA sequestration + feedback), we create a positive feedback

mechanism which reinforces sequestration when it is desirable and suppresses it when

it is not.

During exponential growth, the absolute dynamic range of the circuit with gRNA

sequestration and feedback (88.0%) exceeds that of the original 1X inverter. The low atc

state matches the maximal expected performance of the control system with no repres-

sion, within error. Further, the output leak introduced by sequestration is significantly

reduced (9.1% relative to the low atc state). However, antisense sequestration with posi-

tive feedback really shines during post-exponential expression. Here, the absolute range

of the circuit (90.5%) is entirely retained, more than doubling the range of the original

inverter. Further, output leak is drastically reduced (0.8% relative to the low atc state),

with absolute leak comparable to that of the original 1X inverter (Figure 3.5b6-log).

These results further support our hypothesis that circuit performance is driven by

cellular division time. While cells are rapidly dividing, dCas is kicked off at a high rate
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which impedes complete repression of asRNA in the high atc state. However, when

replication rates are low, the system reaches an equilibrium where asRNA production

is kept at a low enough level so as to totally restore the full repression of the original

inverter.

Because this design effectively increases dCas utilization, one might expect that this

technique might limit performance of the 1X inverter at the high end of atc induction.

This may be the case, as during exponential growth expression in the high atc state

does not match performance of the original inverter, although it is likely that this is

due to asRNA leak rather than additional dCas utilization. Ultimately, if equilibrium is

attainable, the system needs to only occupy ≈ 10 sites, rather than 5.

3.3.4 Combined mRNA and gRNA sequestration maximizes fold change

We next tried to see if we could reduce output leak even further by sequestering the

mRNA output. While output leak is almost completely suppressed by the feedback

mechanism at long times during post-exponential expression, there is still significant

leak during exponential growth as a result of antisense sequestration (Figure 3.5b2-log).

This is important, because while internal ‘processing’ nodes in a circuit can be made

insensitive to leak from an input, an eventual output protein expression may not. Design

of this asRNA is simple and is made to completely occlude the ribosomal binding site

(RBS) of the gfp transcript (Figure 3.4). The positive feedback mechanism described

in the previous section is implemented using a gRNA sequence on the same transcript

as GFP (Figure 3.4), made possible by the fact that Cas12a processes its own gRNA by

cleaving upstream of the repeat hairpin [140]. It is important to note, however, that

both Gfp and the gRNA which suppresses mRNA sequestration are driven by a weaker

consensus sequence, and thus the strength of the feedback mechanism is not the same

as for the gRNA feedback.

During exponential growth, overall dynamic range is greatly reduced (covering

27.7% of the expected maximum range), although this recovers during post-exponential
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Figure 3.6

expression (65.5%). As expected, however, absolute output leak is extremely low,

slightly lower than that of the original 1X inverter during all stages of growth, but be-

cause the maximal range is so low, the relative leak is still high (7.1% with respect to the

overall inverter performance). However, as with all the sequestration variants, perfor-

mance improves with later growth such that the relative leak is very low (1.0% w.r.t. the

overall inverter).

Puzzlingly, at low levels of induction and during post-exponential growth, expres-

sion of GFP exceeds that of the 1X inverter with no mRNA sequestration (Figure 3.5b7-

lin). This is an unexpected result, as one would not initially expect that any amount

of mRNA sequestration, even with feedback to control it in the low atc state, would

increase overall fluorescence in any condition. We believe that there are two explana-

tions for this. The most mundane is that, despite our efforts to control for circuit design

such that all of the 1X inverters would be comparable, the addition of the gRNA tail

to the GFP transcript increases total GFP fluorescence, perhaps by effectively reducing

the degradation rate of the mRNA. However, this does not necessarily explain the dif-

ferences between exponential and post-exponential expression. Rather, we believe that

this is the result of competition between the two gRNAs present in this system. The

presence of the second, competing gRNA (light purple, on the same transcript as GFP)

competes with would-be leaked transcripts (orange), driving down the efficacy of leaky

repression and hence increasing fluorescence. Essentially, we see some ‘beneficial’ as-

pect of retroactivity, although the utility of this effect beyond anything more complex

than the 1X inverter is likely limited.

We then sought to combine input and output sequestration into a combined sys-

tem which could balance the benefits of decreased input and output leak (dark purple,

Figure 3.5b, column 4). During exponential growth, the effect of this ‘double seques-

tration’ unfortunately is to increase both input and output leak with respect to the ba-
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sic inverter (Figure 3.5b4-log), resulting in high leak (8.9% w.r.t. the inverter) and low

dynamic range (33.6% of the maximum). However, performance is recovered during

post-exponential expression such that it has improved dynamic range (76.5% w.r.t. the

expected maximum) and the lowest leak of any inverter that we tested (0.6% w.r.t. the

inverter maximum). Ultimately, the 1X inverter with double sequestration has the high-

est fold change of any inverter we tested (during post exponential expression), although

only marginally more than the 1X inverter with sequestration and feedback (Figure 3.8).

Throughout these experiments, we have taken care to preserve the compositional

context of circuits that we seek to compare. We anecdotally observed that the order of

nodes can significantly impact the performance of these gene circuits, which we explic-

itly tested with this double sequestration node (Supplementary Figure 3.10). While we

had originally hoped that we might be able to use this to our advantage, none of these

variants significantly outperform the original node ordering. We are not yet certain how

much this variation is due to promoter sensitivity to upstream sequences versus other

effects that could be of interest (see Discussion), but it does not appear that dCas binding

upstream of the Gfp output does not significantly impact promoter expression.

3.3.5 Use of antisense sequestration partially restores the logical behavior of a dou-

ble inverter

We next constructed a double inverter (NOT NOT) using the same basic approach to

node arrangement as before (alternating logic and sinker nodes), producing a context-

controlled 5-node circuit used to compare with subsequent designs (Figure 3.7a, blue

line). Other authors have previously observed signal loss in multiple inverters [113, 71],

and such a result is expected due to dCas leak sensitivity [125]. The double inverter,

while in principle an incredibly simple circuit, is an excellent testbed for measuring

how our antisense sequestration system alters circuit performance when nodes are used

in series.
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Figure 3.7: Antisense sequestration of gRNA partially restores the dynamic range of
a 2X inverter. a) Three variants of the 2X inverter controlled to have the same composi-
tional context. As in the previous figure, gray nodes indicates a nonfunctional stand-in
whch expresses a gRNA or asRNA, as appropriate, but that does not target anything in
the system. b) Antisense sequestration of gRNA partially restores the dynamic range
of a 2X inverter. Sequestration of the two primary gRNAs in combination with mRNA
sequestration significantly reduces circuit performance. In linear space displayed error
bars are ±1 standard deviation from threefold biological replicates. Only the upper error
bar is displayed in logarithmic space. Performance is compared to the same gfp control
(dotted green) used in Figure 3.5.

The performance of the basic double inverter during exponential growth is extremely

poor, covering only 6.9% of the expected maximal range relative to the control used for

1X inverters (dotted green line) (Figure 3.7, column 1). As a point of reference, the per-

formance of the basic double inverter is shown relative to that of the basic single inverter

(orange). Poor performance in a double inverter is expected to be the result of output

leak in the first node which drives leaky expression of the second node, even when the

second node should be turned off with the addition of atc. Recall that our system is in-

tentionally throttled for low Cas and tetR copy number, which amplifies this effect. Per-

formance of the double inverter significantly recovers during post-exponential growth

(32.8%), although the maximal expression of a 2X inverter significantly underperforms

the expected maximal expression. Output when fluorescence is expected to be low (the

low atc condition) is lower than that of the basic 1X inverter on the high atc condition.

We next sought to determine whether the addition of antisense sequestration with

feedback, our best-performing system for the 1X inverter, could improve on the

abyssmal performance of the basic 2X inverter. While the absolute dynamic range dur-

ing exponential growth (21.9%) remains low, it represents a huge improvement over the

basic 2X inverter, more than tripling performance. As with the basic 2X inverter, per-

formance continues to improve during post-exponential expression, with a significant

fraction of overall dynamic range recovered (66.7% w.r.t. the expected maximum). Fur-

ther, the fold change is substantially improved over the basic 2X inverter in all growth

conditions (Figure 3.8).
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Unfortunately, the addition of mRNA sequestration completely destroys inverter be-

havior during exponential growth, with only a tiny uptick of recovery during post-

exponential expression (Figure 3.7a,b, brown line). Effectively, it appears that mRNA

sequestration is too strong and significantly suppresses Gfp expression even in the high

atc condition. Consideration of the necessity of output sequestration and alternatives

follow in in the Discussion.

3.3.6 Fitness effects of dCas binding

In this work, we chose to use the nuclease Cas12a from Francisella novicida (FnCas12a)

rather than the more canonical SpCas9 from Streptococcus pyogenes. This is not a purely

arbitrary choice. In our previous work, we do not observe fitness effects for binding/non

binding of catalyically dead FnCas12a in a control condition ([74], Supplemental Fig-

ure 3.12) which uses a target promoter of the same form used in these experiments.

However, this is not true for all dCas proteins, some of which we have observed to

have significant fitness effects as a function of binding (e.g. SpCas9 and AsCas12a (Aci-

daminococcus sp.) (Supplementary Figure 3.11). Given our observations, as well as those

by other authors that dCas9 expression and binding has significant fitness effects in E.

coli [108, 141], as well as the fact that other authors have had greater success implement-

ing dCas12a-based gene circuit elements over those derived from dCas9 [68], we believe

that FnCas12a may be a better system for this application. Note that the effect that we

observe is not due to generic toxicity from dCas expression, as dCas is expressed con-

stitutively in the genome in all experiments unless otherwise noted. Rather, the effect

varies as a function of whether or not dCas binds to a target, yielding likely unwanted

circuit feedback.
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Figure 3.8: Changes to absolute range, fold change, and nonlinearity due to antisense
sequestration a) Comparitive measures of the absolute range and the log of the fold
change for variants of the 1X and 2X inverters. The use of antisense sequestration dra-
matically improves performance of gene circuits during post exponential growth. b)
The response curve of the CRISPRi-based 1X inverter (orange) and 2X inverter (blue) is
linearized by expressing fluorescence as a function of pTet activity in logspace, rather
than atc concentration. This is an expected result of noncooperativity in dCas binding.
Use of antisense sequestration adds a nonlinear perturbation to this curve owing to sub-
stantial depletion of transcripts when they are minimally expressed. These curves are
taken during exponential growth.
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3.4 Discussion

We have demonstrated for the first time that antisense RNA-based sponge sites can be

used to reduce leak sensitivity of CRISPRi-based gene circuits, particularly during slow

growth when leaked gRNA transcripts drive unintended repression and reduced dy-

namic range. In many respects, dCas proteins are ideal repressors, given that they are

effective, highly engineerable, and orthogonal. However, they did not evolve for the

purpose of transcriptional repression and suffer as an all-purpose transcription factor,

particularly due to retroactivity, manifested as a sensitivity to leak. Even if we set aside

the issue of retroactivity entirely, inheritence of leak between nodes drives poor per-

formance in dCas-based systems, causing oscillators to not oscillate and toggles to not

toggle [125]. In some sense, leak cannot be tackled directly, as dCas concentration can-

not be scaled to adequately prevent leak from CRISPRi nodes [71] and at least dCas9

is toxic in some bacteria when highly expressed [108]. Natural transcription factors are

not perfect, and are subject to leak, but nature utilizes cooperativity and sponge sites to

get around this problem. A CRISPRi-based system which improves leak tolerance could

fix these problems without sacrificing programmability or orthogonality. Further, this

allows us to leave diverse but limited sets of inducible sensors [118] for sensing rather

than internal logic processing components.

The fundamental idea of what we are proposing is similar to that of DNA-based

sponge sites [129], in which decoy TF DNA binding is used to sequester proteins for

improved circuit function and reduced toxicity. However, there are numerous advan-

tages of using RNA sequestration over DNA-based sponge sites. It is not necessary to

have many repetitive DNA targets or an additional plasmid for sequestration, which

could cause challenges with cloning or evolutionary stability, as RNA sponges can be

expressed by a single node. In the context of CRISPRi-based gene circuits, dCas is phys-

iologically expensive and its maximum concentration is a limiting factor [71]. RNA tran-

scripts are physiologically inexpensive to produce and destroy, unlike dCas proteins, a

costly resource which would be wasted occupying sponge sites. The nature of CRISPRi
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itself means that feedback can be used to turn the sponging effect on and off, some-

thing that cannot be accomplished with DNA binding sites alone. Further, RNA-based

sequestration benefits from a separation of timescales, as gRNA and asRNA diffusion

is a faster process that should equilibriate before the demonstrably slow dCas search

mechanic. In nature and in engineered systems, sponge sites have great utility, and

our system retains that utility while also preserving the engineerability which makes

CRISPRi-based gene circuits appealing. While in this work we only explore the impacts

of sequestration on NOT gate CRISPRi repressors, in principle this technique could also

be used with CRISPRa [63, 64]. Additionally, this work could be combined with dCas

degradation, which should in principle further reduce leak sensitivity [125].

While synthetic gene circuits are doubtlessly subject to host physiology [142], we do

not believe that the recovery of circuit function in post-exponential expression is due

directly to fitness effects of circuit expression, as we are measuring performance with

respect to a control with high Gfp expression, identical tetR and dCas12a levels, and

controlled compositional context. Further, as discussed in Subsection 3.3.6, we purpose-

fully use FnCas12a due to its minimal fitness effects as a function of binding. Rather, it

appears that dCas circuits do not equilibriate on the timescale of fast E. coli replication,

making them especially sensitive to host growth.

Recent work on this subject has often only considered expression during exponential

growth stages. However, we believe that it is important to consider the performance of

dCas circuits in dynamic growth conditions and at high densities. Further, it is necessary

to understand how growth-dependent feedback may influence behavior of the simplest

inverter systems, given the complex effects that these can have on more complex circuits

like toggles [143].

dCas deprogramming and derepression are slow processes. Other authors who have

pursued asRNA sequestration of gRNA pursued it primarily to mitigate this and speed

response times [132]. While we can observe this effect by varying the atc exposure time

in platereader measurements, ultimately this is not the best way to study this effect and
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Figure 3.9: Microfluidic study of circuit induction enables study of circuit response
time, noise, and memory as a function of sequestration and feedback a) Behavior of
the 1X inverter with sequestration and feedback under a pulse of atc exposure, as mea-
sured by fluorescence in microfluidic chambers. Each trace is a chamber average, with
twenty total chambers imaged. From these traces and single cell measurements, we can
extract information regarding circuit performance that is inaccessible in bulk measure-
ments. b) Cells are trapped in a one cell deep layer in microfluidic channels. Media is
provided to cells via a large central channel, enabling rapid addition and subtraction of
inducers.

the impact that sequestration has on it. Instead, microfluidic study allows us to study

the performance of cells over long periods of time under constant growth conditions and

variable exposure to induction. Further, measurements at the single cell level enable us

to measure noisy expression and determine whether sequestration (particularly mRNA

sequestration) might limit it. At the time of writing, this work is underway, with sample

data included in Figure 3.9. Ultimately, we expect to find that sequestration will speed

derepression of dCas, but it is likely that the positive feedback mechanism, while ben-

eficial for controlling leak and maximizing circuit range, will substantially slow circuit

response times.

There are several aspects of what we tried to do which were less successful but may

hold promise with further refinement. We had hoped that dCas sensitivity to supercoil-

ing [144] could be used as a second means of circuit feedback. It remains to be seen

whether this can be exploited in order to improve circuit performance. While we have

demonstrated significant success using gRNA sequestration, mRNA sequestration was
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ultimately not as beneficial as we had hoped. gRNA sequestration is intrinsically more

efficient than mRNA sequestration simply because it is a fast-acting element that oc-

curs earlier by acting on transcription rather than translation. Further, prevention of

the formation of a single incorrect gRNA:dCas complex prevents impacts on numerous

downstream RNA transcripts, while mRNA sequestration performs a one-to-one act on

a single transcript. While internal dCas processing components can be made insensi-

tive to leak, the output (which is presumably some other transcript or protein that is

not CRISPR) probably cannot. Ultimately, output leak needs to be addressed by some

means. While not ideal, it may ultimately be necessary to use a non-CRISPR TF or an-

other dCas ortholog as the ‘exit node’ from a complex circuit.

Our solution improves the performance of dCas circuits without sacrificing the thing

which makes them so desirable: programmability. This does, however, come at the cost

of increased complexity. Despite this, we believe that by merging antisense sequestra-

tion with CRISPRi such that the hybrid node is a standard component could effectively

increase simplicity. Especially with further advancement in the cell-free assembly of

large plasmids (e.g. OriCiro [145]), it will only become easier to create larger networks

of dCas synthetic gene networks which tap their potential to create complex and engi-

neerable genetic systems that can rival those found in nature.

3.5 Methods

3.5.1 Plasmid assembly

All cloning was done in NEB Stable in order to minimize possible recombination events

due to the use of repetitive sequences. Cells used for cloning were cultured using liq-

uid TB (Terrific Broth, VWR) prepared using the manufacturer’s instructions. Plasmids

were maintained using antibiotics as appropriate (Kanamycin, Chloramphenicol, and

Ampicillin). LB (lysogeny broth, VWR) agar plates were used as a solid medium.
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The original CRISPRi and sinker nodes were ordered as gene blocks from IDT and

inserted into pUC19 for ease of modification. Site-directed mutagenesis to modify the

sequences was done exclusively using NEB’s Q5 Hot Start and NEB’s KLD (kinase, lig-

ase, and dpn1 digestion) prior to transformation. Modification of individual nodes was

completed in pUC19 before digestion and insertion into the main experimental plasmid

which contains the circuit. Assembly of multinode circuits was done using standard

molecular biology techniques for E. coli using restriction enzyme digestion with AarI

(Thermo Fisher) and BsaI-HFv2 (NEB). Ligation of digested components was done us-

ing NEB’s Instant Ligase. Colony PCR using NEB’s Taq polymerase was used to check

for successful node insertion.

FnCas12a is made catalytically dead via D917A and E1006A mutations. All GFP

sequences have an orthogonal ssrA tag (from [146]) for degradation, although this was

not induced in the course of these experiments. Annotated plasmid sequences used in

this study can be found in the Appendix and are hosted by Benchling.

3.5.2 Node design

Generally, CRISPRi and antisense sequestration nodes are designed to be a stan-

dard part, with comparable expression strength. All nodes are inserted in a tan-

dem orientation as indicated in Figure 3.4. Annotated versions of the logic node

(https://benchling.com/s/seq-JItVzOqT6qBnrCk0aLcn), pTet-driven logic

node (https://benchling.com/s/seq-gdhKvLmV6Xs6u2lbNLFb), and sinker

node (https://benchling.com/s/seq-s6qBkmmvJ38VzyDX1RHB) are hosted via

Benchling. Forty bp randomized tags are used to produce cognate asRNAs which or-

thogonally sequester gRNA sequences. Two asRNA sequences exhibited toxic effects

when expressed and were not used further in the study. The HFQ tag used to facilitate

sRNA sequestration is the micF M7.4 tag from [135].
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3.5.3 Microplate fluorescence assays

All measures of fluorescence are conducted using the GL002 strain unless otherwise

noted. GL002 is a variant of the F3 strain with genomically integrated [147] expression

of tetR, lacI, and dCas12a. The F3 strain (Wakamoto Lab, University of Tokyo) con-

tains knockouts of fliC, fimA, and flu which decrease cell aggregation and adhesion to

surfaces [148]. Cells were made electrocompetent using NEB’s protocol [149], electropo-

rated at 1800V, and recovered in NEB stable media prior to plating for colony selection.

Measures of fluorescence where tetR and dCas12a are expressed in a second plasmid

plasmid (Figure 3.2) are done using using the F3 strain.

The experimental procedure was as follows. Electrocompetent GL002 cells are elec-

troporated with the pSC101 plasmid containing a complete circuit and plated as de-

scribed above. After colonies are visible on the next day, three dsifferent colonies are se-

lected to inoculate three different 10mL cell culture tubes, each with 2mL H media with

antibiotic (Kanamycin) and grown to saturation overnight for 18-19 hours in a shaker

held at 37C. 100µL of this culture is then used to inoculate a tray containing 2mL H me-

dia with antibiotic which is shaken until homogenous. 1µL volumes are taken from this

tray using a multipipettor and used to inoculate wells of a 96-well plate with 200µL vol-

umes of H media, appropriate antibiotics, and inducer. A sacrificial border of 36 200µL

volumes surrounds the 60 wells used for each experiment on the plate to minimize evap-

orative losses. Quantitative measurements of fluorescence were made using a Synergy

H1 Hybrid Multi-Mode Microplate Reader, produced by BioTek, with temperature held

at 37C unless otherwise noted and linear shaking at 10 second intervals. Top and bot-

tom fluorescence measurements and 600 nm absorbance measurements were taken at 3

minute intervals, although only the top measurements are reported here.

H media [150] was used throughout these experiments both because it is minimally

autofluorescent and because it creates an extended post-exponential growth phase. H

media is LB without yeast extract (10g/L tryptone, 8g/L NaCl).

In order to account for small variations in inoculation volume, fluorescence curves
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are aligned using the absorbance measure. Curves are aligned to the time when they

cross an asorbance (corrected for media absorbance) of 0.04, which corresponds to a

standard optical density OD600 of 0.16. Background fluorescence was subtracted, cal-

culated via the fluorescence of GL002 cells which contained plasmid w37, which con-

tains the pSC101 origin but lacks Gfp. Fluorescence reads are smoothed using SciPy’s

implementation of the Wiener filter.

Atc (anhydrotetracycline, Alfa Aesar), used for pTet induction, was kept at a stock

concentration of 100ng/µL in a 50% ethanol solution and protected from light.

3.5.4 Induction analysis

Induction curves are taken at slices in time with respect to the time when the alignment

OD is reached (see Microplate fluorescence assays). The times are 60 and 500 minutes

with respect to the alignment time for exponential and post-exponential expression, re-

spectively.

Induction curves are fit to a Hill function of form:

y = ymin +
(
ymax − ymin

) kn

kn + xn (3.1)

The values of ymin and ymax are used for calculations of absolute dynamic range and

fold change.

3.5.5 XSeq-based measures of fitness as a function of dCas binding

Our conclusion that FnCas12a suffers reduced fitness effects as a function of binding

grows out of work that was intended as an extention of our previous work on massively-

parallel study of the binding mechanics of catalytically-dead nucleases [74]. The exper-

imental method is the same as previously reported. Sequencing was either performed

using Illumina’s NextSeq 2k system (150 bp kit, 2 x 75 bp). Due to the extremely low
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complexity of these libraries, a 10% PhiX spike-in was used in both cases. Results were

analyzed using scripts written in Python.

3.6 Supplementary Material
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Figure 3.10: Order of nodes can significantly impact circuit performance a,b) Four log-
ically identical circuits behave differently as a function of node order. The dark purple
curve corresponds to the circuit discussed in the main text, and the light purple curves
correspond to circuits which should be logically identical. In linear space displayed er-
ror bars are ±1 standard deviation from threefold biological replicates. Only the upper
error bar is displayed in logarithmic space.
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Figure 3.11: CRISPRi circuits can exhibit fitness effects as a function of binding
a,b,c,d) a) Logarithm of the fractional representation for different guide:target combina-
tions in an unselective control condition for SpCas9, from Streptococcus pyogenes. Clearly
visible lines correspond to similar barcode sequences, generally with a Hamming dis-
tance of 0 or 1. It is evident that fitness decreases sharply with additional mismatches,
as there is limited tolerance for more than a single mismatch in this region. e,f,g,h) The
same experiment utilizing AsCas12a (from Acidaminococcus sp.) similarly shows fitness
effects as a function of dCas binding. Counts for combinations which fell below the
detection threshold are set to 1.

Figure 3.12: CRISPRi circuit expression based on FnCas12a does not exhibit fitness ef-
fects a,b,c,d) Logarithm of the fractional representation for different guide:target combi-
nations in an unselective control condition for FnCas12a, as used throughout this study.
There is no evident change of fitness as a function of dCas binding. Counts for combi-
nations which fell below the detection threshold are set to 1.
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Chapter 4

CRISPR and a Future for Synthetic

Biology

”Ninety-six identical twins working ninety-six identical machines!” The voice was

almost tremulous with enthusiasm.

-Aldous Huxley

In this chapter, I will summarize my work and undertake some risk in trying to tackle

the future.

4.1 Conclusions

When I first discovered synthetic biology, I was astounded by the apparent ease of DNA

editing. Especially with tools like Benchling, writing genetic code becomes akin to edit-

ing a word document. And to a large extent - this first impression was absolutely correct!

The new tools of molecular biology make it such that even a physicist with little formal

training in biology can tinker with the most fundamental bits of living things.
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However, cloning is often just the simplest step. The complexity of the biology that

nature wrought is very inconsiderate of more rational engineers. If I had to summarize

the biggest hurdle I have encountered in the experimental aspects of my degree: biolog-

ical context matters in neverending and unexpected ways. Maybe I should say that I’ve

rediscovered something I should have known - any biologist could have told me that

this is the case. Something is lost when DNA bases, which are very real, physical things,

are reduced to bits of information in a word processor.

Despite this, we should remain undeterred - a future where we can rationally engi-

neer organisms is in reach. We are just not quite there yet.

4.1.1 Where will XSeq take us?

In Chapter 2, I described XSeq, a method which uses relative growth of E. coli as a metric

to understand the relative binding of Cas proteins and deduce information about their

binding specificity as a function of mismatch location and flavor. Using just sequence

information to port Cas proteins from diverse organisms to E. coli, I can make a ‘quick

and dirty’ measure of the binding properties of these nucleases without having to isolate

proteins or know great detail about their structure.

While XSeq was very successful in measuring the relative binding efficacy of Fn-

Cas12a, I ran into issues while trying to generalize the technique to other CRISPR nu-

cleases. In some sense, we were extremely fortuitous that binding of FnCas12a does

not appear to cause fitness effects, a value which facilitated both the XSeq work and

CRISPRi-based gene circuits generally. Unfortunately, binding of Cas generally to plas-

mid targets does cause fitness effects which complicate pure measures of the compe-

tition between Cas and RNA polymerase. By using alternatives to selection, directly

measuring the relative concentrations of RNA using RNA-Seq, we can account for fit-

ness effects of Cas binding, at the cost of beneficial selection. I am confident that with

creative problem solving, future members of the Lambert Lab can figure out how to

generalize XSeq should they wish to do so.
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Despite these issues, I am bullish on the utility of cell growth and selec-

tion/counterselection schemes as a means to rationally determine which genomic levers

are important for the rational engineering of organisms.

4.1.2 Where will hybrid CRISPRi/antisense RNA circuits take us?

In Chapter 3, I described a hybrid CRISPRi/antisense RNA circuit scheme in which

I use RNA transcripts to sequester excess guide RNA, producing a CRISPR gene cir-

cuit with enhanced dynamic range and reduced sensitivity to leakiness. While CRISPR-

based transcriptional gene circuits are enormously promising because of their relative

ease of engineering, their fundamental advantage (programmability) is also the source

of their greatest weakness. While an imperfect solution due to its complexity, the hy-

brid CRISPRi/antisense RNA system directly attacks leakiness without sacrificing pro-

grammability.

To a large extent, this work was held back by the tedium of cloning repetitive ele-

ments. However, even in just the course of my degree, the synthetic biology toolkit has

expanded in ways that could solve this problem and allow one to parallelize the man-

ufacture of entirely de novo sequences. For example, the new OriCiro products, which

port the entire E. coli OriC replication system to an in vitro setting, should enable the one-

step assembly of many gene circuit nodes without the idiosyncratic problems associated

with intermediate cloning in actual E. coli.

A more limiting issue are genetic context issues and long term evolutionary stability

of circuits. The probable future here is in the use of context-reducing elements specif-

ically designed to isolate gene circuit nodes from each other. Ultimately, E. coli are an

arbitrary testbed choice. Other fully synthetic or non (presently) model organisms may

alleviate these problems.

Despite these issues, I am excited about the future of reprogrammable microbes, so

much so that it will be the subject of my postdoctoral work.
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4.2 A SynBio Future

I opened this dissertation with the example of Vaucanson’s duck, a mechanical duck

that approximates the macroscopic behavior of ducks, presumably purely for the pur-

pose of entertainment. While this is a tongue-in-cheek example, it underlies the human

fascination with creating synthetic life.

The field of synthetic biology is only 20 years old [151] but has already generated

many incredible products that are on the market [152], and the rate of development of

such technologies is only increasing. The present Biden administration, likely in the

shadow of COVID-19 as well as impending dual explosions of SynBio technological ad-

vancement and risk, appointed Eric Lander as head of the OSTP (Office of Science and

Technology Policy), making him the first biologist to hold the position [153] and elevated

it to the cabinet level. Further, Alondra Nelson, the author of ‘The Social Life of DNA:

Race, Reparations, and Reconciliation after the Genome,’ was appointed deputy direc-

tor. The letter granting Lander the position itself mentions synthetic biology by name

[154]. At the highest level, people are putting large bets on this future of an engineerable

biology.

The future of CRISPR specifically is also bright. As evidenced by my work and the

work of many others, orthogonality and specificity questions which originally dogged

CRISPR’s utility are either overblown or can be overcome via large-scale assays to

understand CRISPR performance. While I am most excited about my pet interest in

CRISPR interference as a means toward achieving control over transcription, CRISPR is

much larger than this. CRISPR gives us unprecedented programmatic control over our

interactions with DNA. Especially when used in combination with other components

which facilitate accurate repair after CRISPR cleavage (e.g. Prime Editing [47]), CRISPR

stands to allow precise and potentially radical editing of many organisms, including hu-

mans. Of course, any discussion of the future of CRISPR-based human gene editing has

to touch on CRISPR malpractice. The field was set back in late 2018, when scientist He

Jiankui edited embryos to convey HIV resistance and which were then brought to term,
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producing two gene-edited girls [155]. He is currently serving a prison term. Difficult

questions about human gene editing and its regulation need answers sooner than most

people outside of this field may realize.

Setting aside CRISPR’s most controversial target, the union of CRISPR and synthetic

biology will power the creation of radical new organisms which will drive a cleaner,

prosperous, and verdant future. Engineered microrganisms will be the bedrock of un-

doing the environmental sins of the past two centuries. I am excited about developments

in the field which enable large-scale de novo construction of DNA, especially enzymatic

synthesis [156]. These technologies stand to drive down the cost and drive up the de-

mocratization of engineering of new organisms. By lowering the barriers to entry, we

will drive progress, diversify the doing of research, and realize what biology can do for

humanity. Empowered by what I have learned through the course of this dissertation

research, this is a future that I will be a part of.
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A.1 Plasmid Sequences
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Plasmid Name Brief Descriptor/url
0X GFP Inverter Plasmid with constitutive gfp expression

https://benchling.com/s/
seq-D4cjbT6qdnF7bOit9Poa

1X GFP Inverter Plasmid with constitutive repression of gfp with dCas12a
https://benchling.com/s/
seq-UtdJRWJ4oUW35cptcnjZ

pDS1.04 Base plasmid backbone for FnCas12a XSeq
https://benchling.com/s/
seq-I9k4w1wRsX3B3cXVzyE2

pGL66 dSaCas9 Base plasmid backbone for SaCas9 XSeq
https://benchling.com/s/
seq-a8s4fSMmy2X9H9AQoqab

pGL66 dSt1Cas9 Base plasmid backbone for St1Cas9 XSeq
https://benchling.com/s/
seq-igEtTXUZq12PFWauy6Zn

pGL66 dTdCas9 Base plasmid backbone for TdCas9 XSeq
https://benchling.com/s/
seq-Uae5oPl1bN1sNPUbOtks

pGL66 dAsCas12a Base plasmid backbone for AsCas12a XSeq
https://benchling.com/s/
seq-0kG14jN2MxH00uMUrz5R

pGL66 dSpCas9 Base plasmid backbone for SpCas9 XSeq
https://benchling.com/s/
seq-tj6UQGEdYRbbR2iLb8Jr

pGL66 dCasX Base plasmid backbone for CasX XSeq
https://benchling.com/s/
seq-JFCMc44JEegp4co2MHM2

Antisense Base v5 Base plasmid backbone for as sequestration experiments
https://benchling.com/s/
seq-RndOZNDWR4NB3elw9c73

pDS2.76 Medium copy num plasmid which expresses tetR/dCas12a
https://benchling.com/s/
seq-wcVUp7cdT2xF3gMKjxZL
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A.2 Node Designs
Node Name Brief Descriptor/url
1X Inverter Base Design Design of compact variable dCas12a inverter

https://benchling.com/s/
seq-BAWu6Ya1kAnhxugFEezi

Logic Node Archetype Design of node used for constitutive expression of gRNA
https://benchling.com/s/
seq-JItVzOqT6qBnrCk0aLcn

pTet Node Archetype Design of node used for pTet-inducible expression of gRNA
https://benchling.com/s/
seq-gdhKvLmV6Xs6u2lbNLFb

Sinker Node Archetype Design of node used for constitutive expression of asRNA
https://benchling.com/s/
seq-s6qBkmmvJ38VzyDX1RHB
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